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 Thermoelectric power generation uses 38% of total fresh water withdrawals and majority 
of that water is used during steam condensation. Air-cooled condensers are an alternative to 
water-cooled condensers for power generation. Ambient air temperature affects the performance 
of air-cooled condensers. A small air-cooled condenser was run under the ambient air 
temperature extremes of Las Vegas in order to examine the system performance and air-side heat 
transfer parameters. Three different sets of tubes with different surface areas and geometries 
were studied. The condenser is equipped with several air velocity sensors, thermocouples and 
thermistors to measure the conditions to develop the air-side heat transfer parameters and to 
measure the system performance. The ambient air temperature changes due to seasonal changes 
affects the condensate temperature. Fin spacing on the tube banks affects the air flow through the 
tubes, changing the heat transfer coefficient location depending on the ambient air temperature. 
The air-side convective heat transfer is greater in conditions with higher ambient air temperature 
despite the higher condensate temperature. The Euler number through the tube banks is not 
affected by the ambient air temperature when certain criteria is met under the implemented 
operating conditions. The energy coefficient is greater in the summer with sufficient surface area 
but does not equate to lower condensate temperatures
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 Fresh water is a resource that humanity cannot live without. In several geographical 
locations in the world, the multifaceted needs of farming, industry, housing and power 
generation exhaust the available fresh water resources. These concerns are only inflamed by 
population growth, climate change, and increased personal energy use. Figure 1 is a graph 
showing the increase in energy consumption over the past 50 years [1]. It can be seen that the ton 
of oil equivalent (TOE) per person typically trends upwards as the years progress. As the need 
for more energy grows, the creation and use of thermal power plants must occur.   
 




Thermoelectric power generation uses 38% of total fresh water withdrawals [2]. This 
water is typically used for steam condenser cooling. Table 1 shows the cooling methods used in 
power plants in the United States for various generation types: wet-recirculation cooling makes 
up 41.9% (typically open recirculating cooling towers); once through liquid water condensers 
make up 42.7%; and cooling ponds make up 14.5% of the cooling methods used by power plants 
in the United States [3].  Dry-cooling makes up only 0.9% of these systems [3].   
 
 
Table 1: Cooling methods utilized in United States Power Plant. 
 
An industry wide move to air-cooled condensers (ACCs), also known as dry-cooling, 
could be a method that would significantly lower the amounts of freshwater used during power 
generation. ACCs are less prevalent, due to higher capital costs, high fan power use, and larger-
sized condensers. The capital and levelized costs of an ACC are a factor of two greater than their 
wet condensing counterparts, whose boilers operate at subcritical, supercritical, and ultra-
supercritical conditions [4]. It is noted by Zhai and Rubin that if the cost of water were to 
increase from $0.26 per cubic meter to $1.61 per cubic meter, the cost ratio would be 1[4]. As the 
cost of water increases, so will the economic incentives to use ACCs. 
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ACCs use the ambient air instead of water to condense steam that is exiting turbine into a 
liquid form. The ambient air is forced to flow over the condensing tubes by a fan, which 
typically runs at a low fan speed due to the fan having a large diameter. While the capital costs of 
ACCs are greater than a typical water condenser, the advantages cannot be ignored. Water 
cooled condensers require a massive amount of freshwater to be withdrawn from a source. When 
the cooling water has been used, it is sent back to where it was obtained, but at a higher 
temperature than when it was originally withdrawn. This phenomenon is known as thermal 
pollution. Thermal pollution is not only capable of degrading river ecosystems, it even affects 
power generation; moreover, the movement of thermal waste along a river can interfere with a 
power plant by elevating the condenser inlet temperatures at plants downstream [5]. Not only 
will the thermal efficiency of the plant suffer, but power curtailments may be activated due to 
thermal pollutants, under the Clean Water Act (CWA) section 316(a) [5]. However, thermal 
pollution is not an issue with ACCs [6]. This is due to how ACCs reject heat into the atmosphere, 
not into a water source. There is also increased flexibility for plant location and plot 
arrangement, due to the fact that cooling equipment no longer needs to be near a large source of 
cooling water [6]. Other benefits of ACCs include lower maintenance costs and easier 
installation, as well as no need for water treatment chemicals or fire protection systems [6]. 
Although these advantages have generated excitement about dry-cooling, there are significant 
draw backs as well, which shall be discussed.  
1.1: Introduction to Thermoelectric Power Generation 
 The Rankine cycle is the standard for power generation and is the most widely used cycle 
for power generation [7]. The “ideal” Rankine cycle has four essential components: a turbine-
generator, boiler, pump, and condenser. Real Rankine cycles have several other components, 
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however, these four basic components are the backbone of thermodynamic study. To begin this 
cycle, water is pumped into a boiler. In the boiler, thermal energy is converted into heat. The 
source of the thermal energy can be from, but not limited to, firing coal, (which is the most 
common method) waste heat recovery (from another process), or solar energy. This heat boils the 
working fluid, water, into high-pressure vapor. This high-temperature and pressure water vapor 
is then sent through a turbine-generator. In the turbine, the vapor is able to expand, and by 
expanding, converts the mechanical work into electrical power. The vapor then exits the turbine 
at a lower pressure and enters the condenser. When the vapor enters the condenser, it is typically 
a two-phase that has high quality. The condenser then condenses this two-phase water into a 
liquid. This liquid is then pumped back into the boiler, allowing the cycle to repeat itself. This 
cycle can be seen below in Figure 2. 
 




 Thermal efficiency is defined as the net work output divided by the heat input of the 
cycle. To improve the thermal efficiency, power plants use superheating, reheating, and feed-
water heating techniques. Superheating provides extra heat addition, greater than the saturation 
temperature. Not only does superheating increase the thermal efficiency of the cycle, it also helps 
with the longevity of the turbine blades. By superheating the steam, the steam is drier at the 
turbine exhaust, and a turbine operating with less moisture is more efficient and less susceptible 
to blade damage [7]. In a reheat Rankine cycle, there are two turbines instead of one. One turbine 
operates at a high pressure, while the other turbine operates at a lower pressure. The vapor that is 
leaving the boiler expands in the high-pressure turbine section of the cycle, then it is routed to 
the boiler again. The vapor is then heated under isobaric conditions before it expands in the low-
pressure turbine, to the condenser pressure. Similar to superheating, reheating results in drier 
steam through the second turbine [7]. Modern day power plants use superheating and at least one 
stage of reheating. Some use two stages of reheating. However, after two reheating stages, the 
cycle becomes more complicated, and increased capital costs cannot be justified by the gains in 
efficiency [7]. 
 A regenerative Rankine cycle, using feed-water heating, is another way to improve the 
cycle efficiency. While going through the high-pressure turbine, the steam expands and some of 
the steam is diverted to a heat exchanger in the initial boiler section of the power plant, where a 
portion of thermal energy is exchanged between the steam and the feed-water that is flowing into 
the boiler. Compared to a simple Rankine cycle, the average temperature of heat addition is 
increased. By lowering the temperature difference during the boiling stage in the cycle, there is a 
reduction in irreversibility losses in the boiler [9]. Adding feed-water heating to the cycle results 
in a reduction of the total irreversibility rate, due to backward-cascade feed-water heating.  This 
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reduction is nearly 18%, which corresponds to a 12% improvement in thermal efficiency [9]. 
Modern, large, steam power plants use between five and eight feed-water heating stages; no large 
plant is built without them [7]. These systems are also coupled with reheating and superheating 
cycles. When combining reheat and feed-water heating, there is an increase in thermal efficiency 
of between 14% and 24% [9]. 
1.2: Wet-cooling Technologies 
 Wet cooling condensers are used in the majority of steam condensation applications, as 
seen in Table 1. This is because of the water-cooled condenser’s ability to maximize the decrease 
in steam temperature due to the cooling at the wet-bulb temperature, not the dry-bulb 
temperature, while requiring lower capital investment costs [10]. There are three typical types of 
wet-cooling technologies: once through systems, wet recirculating systems, and cooling ponds. 
   Once through systems require massive amounts of water withdrawal from a source; some 
of the cooling water is evaporated when the steam is condensing; then this water is sent back into 
the source. This method is the cheapest, due to no additional infrastructure such as cooling 
towers being required [11]. Due to the prevalence of these systems, three times the amount of 
water flowing over Niagara Falls in one minute is used each minute by all of the power plants 
operating in the United States of America [12]. Because of the amount of water going back into 
the original sources of this water, thermal pollution is a concern.  
 Wet recirculating systems do not require as much water as once through systems, so the 
withdrawal rate is lower. Most of the water that is withdrawn is lost from evaporation, due to the 
water being sent through a cooling tower. Cooling towers allow power plants to operate and not 
thermally pollute a water source [13]. Cooling towers operate by using ambient air that flows 
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through the tower to cool off the hot air. The arrangement of water nozzles inside a tower can 
reduce the amount of water needed for cooling [14]. Two prominent designs are used for cooling 
towers: natural-draft cooling towers, and mechanical-draft cooling towers. Natural-draft cooling 
towers cool without any external fans or other equipment. These towers cool by using the density 
differences in the air inside of a tower and the ambient air outside of the tower, which are a result 
of the temperature differences.  Mechanical-draft towers use fans to direct air flow through a 
tower.  
 According to Table 1, cooling ponds are used in 14.5% of power plant cooling systems. 
These ponds are classified in two categories: once-through cooling ponds, and recirculating 
cooling ponds. Once-through ponds are only used to reduce or eliminate thermal pollution [15]. 
These systems lose water through evaporation, their primary cooling mechanism. In a once-
through cooling pond, heated water exiting the condenser enters the cooling pond, where 
evaporation takes place, cooling the water to reduce or eliminate thermal pollution occurring in 
the water source.  Recirculating cooling ponds withdraw water from the cooling pond and 
discharge the used water back into the pond; the only water that needs to be taken from the river 
is water lost from evaporation [15]. Figure 3 illustrates a steam power plant’s Rankine cycle 




Fig. 3. Steam power plant Rankine cycle with once through cooling pond, 2019. 
 
 
1.3: Dry-cooling Technologies 
  Alternative methods to wet-cooled technologies, to reject waste heat, are dry-cooling 
technologies. The purpose of using dry-cooling is to reduce the use of fresh water in power 
generation. For these systems, air is used as the cooling fluid to condense steam, instead of fresh 
water. For both wet- and dry-cooling, the steam is separated from the cooling fluid by a tube 
wall. When using air as the cooling fluid, the dry-bulb temperature is the limiting temperature; 
therefore, the condensation temperatures are higher.  Dry-cooling technologies are broken down 
into two different categories based on the method of heat rejection: indirect and direct systems. 
 Indirect systems use a shell and tube condenser to reject heat into the air. The overall 
system efficiency suffers due to increased thermal resistance in the shell and tube condensers. 
Direct systems route steam through a duct to air-cooled heat exchangers. The steam and the 
waste heat are then rejected to the ambient air. It should be noted that direct systems have better 
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overall efficiency, due to not having the increased thermal resistance that the indirect system has, 
thus reducing the condensation temperature.  
An example of direct dry-cooling is an A-frame air-cooled condenser (ACC). A-frames 
have finned tubes in rows that are inclined in order to decrease the surface area that the frame 
requires. At the top of the A-frame, a large duct, connected to the exit of the turbine, sends the 
steam to the inclined tubes. Underneath the A-frame, an axial fan flows cooler ambient air across 
the tubes. The flow of the cooler, ambient air allows the steam to condense as it travels down the 
A-frame’s tubes. Figure 4 illustrates an overview of an A-frame ACC [16]. The allowable steam-
side pressure drop is the constraint limiting the tube length of the A-frame. The steam-side 
pressure drop influences the drop in the saturation temperature and necessitates increasing the 
initial temperature difference. The initial temperature difference (ITD), is the difference between 
the inlet air temperature and the inlet steam saturation temperature.  To increase overall plant 
efficiency, the pressure drop across the inclined tubes should be lessened as much as possible. 
Factors such as the environmental conditions in a plant’s location, time of the year, and heat load 




Fig. 4. A-Frame ACC, 2019. 
 
 
 Dry-cooling is anticipated to increase in the upcoming decades. Water availability and 
environmental concerns have caused a shift away from newly constructing once-though systems 
towards dry-cooling and evaporative cooling [17]. Tables 2 and 3 show the assumed cooling 
system shares in 2005 by percentage, and the assumed cooling shares in power plants built 
between 2020 and 2095, for thermoelectric generation technologies in thermal power plants [17]. 
 
 




Table 3: Cooling shares projections between 2020 and 2095. 
 
 The regions expected to increase their adoption of dry-cooling systems by 2095 are 
Australia and New Zealand, the Middle East, and the USA [17]. It is anticipated that Australia 
and New Zealand will increase their shares of dry-cooling from 6.9 to 30%, Middle Eastern 
countries are expected to increase their shares of dry-cooling from 1.8 to 30% while the USA is 
anticipated to increase its share of dry-cooling from 0.2 to 5% [17]. In Australia and New 
Zealand, the Middle East and the USA, the growth of dry-cooling shares is anticipated to 
increase 434.7%, 1566%, and 2500%, respectively. The future use of dry-cooling is likely to 
depend on: the severity of regional water supply constraints; increases in water prices; changes in 
water allocations; changes in environmental regulations in different regions; the spatial 
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distribution of growth in electricity demand; and the level of advancements in dry-cooling 
technologies [17]. Ease of use and anticipated lower capital costs may also push future power 
generation facilities to adopt dry-cooling over using wet-cooling technologies.  
1.4: Drawbacks to Air-cooled Condensers 
 Despite the anticipated growth of dry-cooling technologies used in power plants, there 
are many drawbacks and challenges to not using water for cooling. Compared to water, air does 
not have preferable thermal transfer properties. For example, at atmospheric pressure, air has less 
than a fourth of the specific heat of water: the values are 1.01 kJ kg-1 K-1 and 4.18 kJ kg-1 K-1. 
This issue is only compounded when the ambient temperature is higher, due to the geographic 
location or time of the year. Additionally, because of the much lower specific heat of air, a much 
greater flow rate of air is needed, compared to the flow rate of water, to reject the same amount 
of heat from a condenser. To achieve these higher flow rates, fan consumption power must be 
increased.  Parasitic fan losses, due to fan power requirements, are typically greater for air-
cooled condensers than their water-cooled condenser counterparts [18]. Using ambient air as the 
cooling fluid to condense steam will also lower the overall heat transfer rate per unit surface 
area. Therefore, the steam’s condensation temperature must be increased in order to obtain the 
necessary amount of heat rejection from the condenser.  An additional consequence of air’s poor 
thermal properties is that the heat exchangers must have a larger surface area. This will increase 
the plot of land required for the plant, thus increasing the capital costs.  
 Another issue with ACCs is that non-condensable gases are capable of entering the 
system. These gases have the ability to infiltrate a system through leaks. These gases may 
become trapped and hinder the steam flow. This may cause there to be cold spots along the tube 
length, which may cause condensate to freeze as it flows down the tube’s incline. Another issue 
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non-condensable gases present are material corrosion, if the condensate absorbs the non-
condensable gas and the system is not purged. However, dephlegmators and vent tubes are ways 
to circumvent the collection of non-condensable gases from staying inside the system. 
 Meteorological effects also affect the performance of all air-cooled heat exchangers. Air-
cooled heat exchangers are effect by temperature, humidity, wind, inversion, rain, snow, hail, 
and solar radiation [19]. Higher ambient temperatures lead to an increase in turbine 
backpressure. An increase in turbine backpressure will reduce plant performance. To mitigate the 
effects of a decrease in plant performance, increasing the overall size of the ACC is an option. 
However, this will increase the land area needed, and thus, the capital cost. For example, if the 
ambient temperature changes from 15 to 25 °C, the dry-cooling system should increase by 
approximately 40% from the original size [4]. Due to this size increase, the levelized and capital 
costs of the dry system increase by more than 35% over this temperature range [4]. Typically, the 
effects of rain and snow are small on the performance of an air-cooled heat exchanger; however, 
rain may reduce the dry-bulb temperatures to wet-bulb temperatures [19]. Some wetting on 
finned surfaces may be beneficial to dry-cooling heat exchangers [19]. Wind adversely affects 
the performance of natural draft heat exchangers. Figure 5 shows the reduction of turbine output 
as the wind velocity and direction change. Three methods of mitigating the effects of wind are 
adding a walkway, raising the fan platform height, and adding wind walls. The addition of a 
walkway around the outer edge of the fans on the platform improves the mean flow rate through 
the fans, while raising the fan platform height increases the performance of the heat exchanger 
because it increases the air flow rate [19]. Wind walls are capable of reducing the possibility of 
hot air recirculation and wind effects [20]. These wind walls are built around the entire A-frame 




Fig. 5. Reduction in turbine output with respect to wind direction, 2004. 
 
 
1.5: Scope of Present Work 
 The scope of this research is to examine the effects that extreme ambient temperature has 
on tube temperatures, condenser pressure drop, and condensation amounts, as well as heat 
rejected from the steam, and the heat transfer coefficient of air at varying fan speeds. A small 
section of a few tubes from one side of an A-frame dry-cooling system was created at the 
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University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) in order to investigate dry-cooling. This ACC was run 
under different ambient conditions to gather a plethora of performance and operating condition 
data. 
1.6: Organization 
 The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 
 Chapter Two consists of an in-depth literature review of ACCs, condenser air-side and 
tube-side thermal resistances, and the temperature dependence of ACCs.  
 Chapter Three discusses the ACC test section. The major components, sensor locations, 
data collection methodology, and equations shall be explored in this chapter. 
 Chapter Four presents an analysis and discussion of the results gathered by the ACC.  
 Chapter Five discusses the conclusions from this research and suggests further research 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 A thorough review of the literature pertinent to the study of ACCs air-side heat transfer, 
steam-side heat transfer, and pressure drop, as well as the effects of meteorological extremes is 
presented here. Techniques to enhance the overall heat transfer of ACCs are also explored.  
2.1: Air-side Heat Transfer Literature 
 Most studies that concentrate on increasing the performance of ACC systems focus on 
improving the air-side. While the steam-side cannot be neglected by any means, the air-side is 
regarded as limiting the heat transfer in ACCs. The augmentation of heat transfer is, typically, an 
increase in the heat transfer coefficient [21]. Augmentation efforts can also be realized by 
increasing the heat transfer surface area [21]. Augmentation methods are often separated into two 
different classifications: passive and active. Methods that are passive require no external power, 
while methods that are considered active must utilize external power [21]. For active methods, 
the increased in heat transfer may be offset by the input power needed for the desired effects. 
Widely used methods to augment convective heat transfer increase the heat transfer coefficient 
and/or area by: utilizing rough surfaces to mix the dominant flow; minimizing the boundary layer 
thickness of the flow by the use of offset strip fins or high speed impinging jets; and initiating a 
secondary flow by utilizing swirl flow devices [22]. A list of several augmentation techniques 
can be seen in Table 4. When using more than one augmentation method, the impact of the 
augmentations is typically greater than if the augmentations were to be utilized on their own. 





Table 4: List of passive and active heat transfer techniques. 
 
Pressure drop penalties cannot be dismissed despite the benefits of enhanced heat 
transfer. For example, many surface structures have been created by altering the basic tube 
design. Wrapped and stacked spiral and corrugated stubs have many spiral corrugations. These 
changes dramatically increase the heat transfer surface area of an individual tube. A test to 
measure a single tube’s performance showed a 400% maximum rise of the inside heat transfer 
coefficient of water, when compared to a bare tube with the exact same inner diameter [23]. 
Despite the increase in the heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop penalties were up to 2000% 
greater [23]. Although the heat transfer was greater, the drop in pressure may not be acceptable 
for a power plant’s efficiency. 
Additional research shows that surface roughness reduces the boundary layer thickness of 
the heated surface while promoting early transition into the turbulent flow region [24]. The 
effective roughness ratio, ϵ/D, needs to be increased in order to have an effect on the boundary 
layer [24]. Roughness ratios have a tendency to be large in micro-channels, and if the roughness 
structure approaches the diameter of the channel, adverse flow behavior may occur [24]. The 
relative roughness influences small diameter channels greater than in conventional channels with 
the same relative roughness (ϵ/D) [25]. 
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Moreover, finned surfaces are a commonly implemented method to augment the air-side 
heat transfer properties. Fins are responsible for reducing the air-side thermal resistance. Another 
benefit of fins is that they increase the surface area dramatically, in comparison to the surface 
area of a tube without fins. Finned tubes can be circular, oval, rectangular, or other shapes. 
Round tubes with smooth helical fins are encountered in many air systems, due to their mass 
production in large lengths at a minimal cost [26]. There are many different design combinations 
of fin and tube shapes, depending on the application. For air-cooled heat exchangers, more than 
90% of the fins are constructed out of aluminum, and the rest are either copper, steel, galvanized 
steel, or stainless steel [26]. Helically wound aluminum fins (G-type and L-type), louvered fins, 
plate fins, and perforated plate fins are the typical types of fins used for air-cooled heat 
exchangers [26]. 
Studies have demonstrated that wavy fins improve thermal contact, and if needed can be 
further enhanced by soldering, welding, or brazing to create extended surfaces known as I-fins or 
IW-fins [26]. Wavy finned surfaces also enable an increase in the total airflow along the length 
and heat transfer because they disrupt the boundary layer. The Colburn factor, j, is an analogy 
utilized that relates heat, momentum, and mass transfer. The Fanning friction factor, f, is utilized 
to examine the fluid friction in pipes. Both j and f are often utilized in models to predict the 
pressure drop and heat transfer for wavy fins. Pressure drops through the fins are obtained using 
the Fanning friction factor, f. Utilizing equation 2.1, one obtains the Colburn factor, j, where h is 
the heat transfer coefficient, u is the fluid velocity,  is the specific heat of the fluid and  is the 
fluid density. An experiment on both the pressure drop and heat transfer of 18 standard wavy fin 
and tube heat exchangers was conducted by Wang et al. The fins included inline and staggered 
tube layouts with differing fin pitches. It was found that for staggered tubes under flow 
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conditions with greater Reynolds numbers, turbulence increases the heat transfer coefficient 
when more rows are added to the system, but this is not true for inline tubes [27]. It was found 
that the friction factors are not reliant upon the number of rows for both the inline tube and 
staggered tube configurations [27]. Compared to a plain fin, wavy fins show a 55% to 70% 
increase in heat transfer coefficients [27]. The penalty Fanning friction factor, f, is 66% to 140% 
higher than its plain fin counterpart [27].   
 = ℎ  
 
(2.1) 
 A variety of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analyses have been conducted by 
researchers to examine the heat transfer characteristics of wavy-finned heat exchangers. 
Research conducted by Mahmud et al. [28] focused on the heat transfer properties in a pipe that 
has a wavy sinusoidal surface. The wavy sinusoidal surface was under steady laminar flow 
conditions during the experiment. The waviness of the surface influences the flow and the 
thermal field over the surface [28]. The pipe length considered in the analysis was equal to 4λ, 
where lambda is the wavelength. The simulation was conducted for Reynolds numbers between 
50 and 2000. The mean friction factor varies inversely with the Reynolds number [28].  Higher 
waviness of the surfaces was shown to have a rate of higher heat transfer than when the surface 
is less wavy [28]. Another CFD approach was undertaken by Ismail et al. [29].  In this study, the 
friction factor and the Colburn factor decreased as the Reynolds numbers increased [29]. The 
rate of decrease was higher under flow conditions, which yielded lesser Reynolds numbers than 
for flow conditions, which yielded greater Reynolds numbers [29]. Under all Reynolds numbers, 
as the ratio between the fin height and fin spacing increased, there was an increase in the Colburn 
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factor and the friction factor [29]. It was observed that more recirculation zones augment the 
pressure drop and rate of heat transfer [29]. 
Wang et al. [30] created a friction correlation for heat exchangers utilizing louvered fins. 
The types of louvers used were corrugated with triangle channels, plate and tube fin geometry, 
corrugated louvers with rectangular channels, corrugated louvers with splitter plates with 
rectangular channels, and corrugated louvers with splitter plates with triangular channels. This 
correlation was capable of predicting 83.91% of the frictional data within a range of ±15%, with 
a mean deviation of 9.11% [30]. Chang and Wang [27] developed a generalized heat transfer 
correlation for louvered fins using the same database as the 1999 study. When the corrugated 
louver fin data was examined, 89.3% of the heat transfer data fell within a ±15% range, with a 
mean deviation of 7.55% [27].   
One form of heat transfer augmentation that may be accomplished actively or passively is 
vortex generation. Vortex generating structures are protrusions on the surface experiencing flow. 
Vortex generating surfaces can be seen in Figure 6 [31]. Heat transfer can be augmented by 
creating boundary layers, vortices, and flow destabilization; all three of these mechanisms can be 
caused by vortex generation [32]. Vortices are broken into two categories: transverse and 
longitudinal. Transverse vortices have their axes perpendicular to the flow direction, and 
longitudinal vortices have their axes in the flow direction. Longitudinal vortices are of interest 
for heat transfer purposes due to their ability to develop boundary layers, swirl, and flow 




Fig. 6. Vortex generators on fin-tube heat exchangers, 2002. 
 
 
Several studies have been done for ducts with individual tubes in cross flow. It was found 
that the numerical simulations of laminar incompressible flow showed passively generated 
vortices by using delta winglet vortex generators along the tube under flow conditions. This 
yielded a Reynolds number of 1200, and obtained the rate of heat transfer as a heat exchanger 
that did not have vortices at a Reynolds number of 2000 [32]. Further, at a Reynolds number of 
5000, the overall heat transfer rate was 20% greater, while the pressure drop lessened about 10% 
[33]. In channels with multiple tubes consisting of three-tube rows with several fins, using vortex 
generators downstream of each tube increased the heat transfer rate 55% to 65% for inline 
configurations and 9% for staggered configurations [33].   
In other research, Sohal and O’Brien [34] studied ACC performance utilizing vortex 
generating winglets and elliptical tubes in a geothermal power plant with Reynolds numbers 
varying between 500 to 5000. The concept behind replacing the traditional circular tubes with 
oval tubes is to reduce form drag and increase the tube’s heat transfer surface area for the same 
cross sectional internal flow area [33]. The data from their study showed that outfitting circular 
or oval shaped tubes with winglets increased the heat transfer coefficient ~ 35% [34].  The 
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pressure drop was shown using the friction factor versus the Reynolds number; for oval shaped 
tubes, the friction factors were lower than the circular tubes by a factor of two or three, 
depending on the Reynolds number [34]. While these results may seem promising, due to the 
reduction of fan power needed, implementing these vortex generators on a real ACC in a power 
generating facility would be challenging. The reason for the difficulties are the number of air 
channels that would need to be machined with vortex generators before the model is constructed. 
Retrofitting an existing ACC with vortex generators would be immensely difficult and costly. 
Figure 7 illustrates the complexity of machining the thousands air channels on a single ACC A 
frame module; part c shows the individual air channels.  
 
Fig. 7. A-frame ACC with fan array with air and steam flow, 2016. 
 
 
In some cases, the users may need to adjust the rate of heat transfer to meet the 
performance requirements of their system. Active vortex generation allows the user to control the 
heat transfer rate and the accompanying drop in pressure. When the enhanced heat transfer is no 
longer needed, the user can simply cease vortex generation. The external power will no longer be 
consumed, and the additional pressure drop will cease as well. These methods have not been 
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explored as extensively as passive methods of augmentation due to the increased operating costs, 
capital costs, and uncertain benefits this may bring [32]. However, three possible ways of 
actively creating longitudinal vortices are skewed and pitched wall jet injection, electro-
hydrodynamics (EHD) and acoustic steaming [33]. 
  Longitudinal vortices may form due to jet injection from the surface experiencing flow 
into the thermal boundary layer. This would be considered a form of active thermal boundary 
layer control. In one study, jet injection with a 45 degree pitch and zero skew created two 
counter-rotating outward flows [35]. The counter-rotating flow is able to generate stronger 
vortices and has a better heat transfer efficiency than the co-rotating-flows [36]. Square, circular 
and elliptical jets were tested in this simulation, and it was determined that the jet exit shape 
plays a minor role in the vortex development and, thus, the heat transfer [36].  
Electro-hydrodynamics (EHD) is an active augmentation method to increase heat 
transfer. EHD uses external power to generate an electric field to create an electric force in the 
flow. A secondary flow, known as a corona wind, develops when this body force is created. Most 
EHD research has focused on utilizing the corona wind directly. This corona wind adds 
momentum to the bulk flow disrupting the boundary layer, causing a significant rise in the heat 
transfer coefficient [36].  In a study conducted by Wang et al. [37], the heat transfer 
augmentation by EHD in a rectangular heated duct fitted with an emitting electrode was 
explored. Figure 8 shows the duct; the points of heat flux entering the duct; the air flow; and the 
electrode configurations used in the analysis [37]. For this study, the Reynolds number was 
chosen to be 3000, due to previous studies showing that EHD is more effective at relatively low 
Reynolds numbers. In this study, EHD augmented the heat transfer on the bottom wall by 
242.7% and the top wall by 166.4%, compared to those without the use of EHD [37]. While 
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there may be benefits to using this technology in the air channels of an ACC, there has been no 
experimental observation of their use in this application. 
 
Fig. 8. Heat transfer enhancements using electro-hydrodynamics, 2002. 
 
 
A lesser researched method of generating secondary flow is by the use of acoustic 
excitation. With acoustic excitation, the vortices may be longitudinal. However, the geometrical 
configurations and flow conditions ultimately determine whether the vortices will be generated 
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[32]. These methods have not been incorporated into an active method to augment heat 
exchangers [33]. However, this is still a potential way of augmenting air-side heat transfer. 
Fluid additives, in the form of phase change material particles, are another passive means 
of augmenting heat transfer. The particles start as solid matter and as the temperature of the fluid 
increases to the particles’ melting point, the particles melt [24]. The latent heat of fusion that 
occurs during the phase change of a phase change material (PCM) increases the heat transfer 
because the PCM has changed the heat capacity of the fluid [24]. A study of microcapsules 
containing PCM was conducted by Hu and Zhang [38] in 2002. Figure 9 illustrates the heat 
transfer augmentation versus the non-dimensionalized axial coordinate of the duct radius [37]. 
As the concentration of the particles increases, the heat transfer coefficient does as well. Methods 
using PCMs may work for retrofitting older ACC designs. However, there may be adverse 
effects of adding phase change materials to the air flow of an ACC. If the phase change material 
were to adhere to the condenser surfaces or the fan as they flow through the ACC, an increase in 
the total thermal resistance between the air and the condensing steam may occur. To counter this, 





Fig. 9. Phase change materials to enhance convective heat transfer, 2002. 
 
 
The increase in the air-side pressure drop that coincides with improved heat transfer must 
be thoroughly investigated before improved heat transfer techniques are implemented at a power 
generating facility. Even if the heat transfer is improved, the power generating facility’s 
efficiency may suffer because of the greater pressure drop. Vortex generation yields a promising 
balance, with the increases in pressure drop and heat transfer rate. However, due to many air 
channels needing to be machined and the logistics of implementing them, they are not currently 
widely used in ACCs.  
The ACC used for this thesis uses a fixed, circular fan to blow ambient air over the two 
rows of inclined condensation tubes. The velocity of the air over the measured sections is not 
steady and fluctuates along the length of each tube, even if the fan speed is kept constant. The 
velocity of the air and boundary layer characteristics, such as creation and shape, are some key 
elements of heat transfer performance on tube bundles [38]. Regardless of the tube layout, the 
heat transfer coefficient will always increase if the Reynolds number becomes greater [39]. The 
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heat transfer coefficients for inline tubes are higher than they are for staggered tube layouts, 
when there are two or more rows of tubes [40]. Bouzari and Ghazanfarian [42] also investigated 
unsteady forced convection across a finned cylindrical surface. It was found that as the Reynolds 
number increases, the fin effectiveness increases [41]. Most correlations of the Nusselt number 
in the literature are for tubes where the flow is perpendicular to the tube. For A frame ACCs, this 
is never the case. However, Zukauskas and Ulinskas [43] developed a correction factor for both 
staggered and inline tube banks when the angle of attack between the flow and the tube banks is 
less than 90 degrees. There are no stated Reynolds numbers or geometric restrictions for using 
the correction factor from Zukauskas and Ulinskas. Figure 9 shows the correction factor for 
when the flow is not perpendicular to the tubes [43]. Equation 2.2 utilizes the correction factor to 
obtain the Nusselt number for tubes that are not perpendicular to the flow [43]. Where  is the 
correction factor when angle β is not 90° and Nu is the Nusselt number. 
Nu = · Nu ° 
 
(2.2) 
2.2: Two Phase Pressure Drop Literature 
 A condenser’s overall performance is negatively affected by the steam-side pressure 
drop. When the pressure along a condenser tube drops, the saturation temperature of the steam-
side also decreases. By lowering the saturation temperature of the steam, the heat transfer 
capabilities of the condensing flow will decrease. This is due to the temperature difference 
between the cooling air and the steam being decreased.  
 The two-phase pressure drop of an ACC tube describes the total pressure losses, which 
are comprised of frictional, gravitational, and fluid deceleration pressure losses. Equation 2.3 is 
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the full two phase pressure drop equation: −  is the frictional component; [(1 − ) +
]   the gravitational component; and + ( )( )  is the fluid deceleration 
component in the two phase pressure drop equation, where G is the mass flux.  
− = − + [(1 − ) + ] + + (1 − )(1 − )  (2.3) 
The frictional pressure drop component will decrease the total pressure of the steam. The fluid 
deceleration and gravitational pressure drop components increase the saturation temperature and 
pressure down the length of the vertical tube during condensation. The frictional pressure drop 
component is obtained from empirical experiments similar to ACC operating conditions: low 
mass flux with a large tube diameter.  
A two-phase multiplier was developed to be multiplied by the single phase friction factor, 
which develops the two-phase frictional pressure drop [50]. The equations created by Chisholm 
[50] are tailored in terms of the Lockhart-Martinelli correlations for vapor and liquid mixtures in 
pipes. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are the two-phase multipliers, where phi is Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter. Equation 2.4 is for the gas regime, and 2.5 is for the liquid regime. Taking into 
account the variation in the flow regimes for the liquid and vapor phases, constant C is used.  
ϕ = 1 + Cx + C  (2.4) 
 
ϕ = 1 + + 1  (2.5) 
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Chen et al. [51] continued experimental studies on two-phase pressure drop and noticed 
that for small diameter tubes, Chisholm, Friedel, Souza, or Pimenta’s correlations could not 
predict the data due to the effects of surface tension. To take surface tension into consideration, 
the Weber and Bond numbers were introduced to improve the characterization of the two-phase 
frictional pressure drop, shown as equations 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.  Equation 2.6 is the Weber 
number, where G is the total mass flux, D is the inside diameter of the tube,  is the mixture 
density and  is the surface tension of the fluid. Equation 2.7 is the Bond number, where g is the 
gravitational acceleration,  is the liquid density and  is the vapor density. 
=  (2.6) 
= g( − ) ( /2)  (2.7) 
Under conditions of low mass fluxes, the pressure drop and steam-side condensation heat 
transfer has not been thoroughly studied. Chen et al. [51] related the estimated data points of 
Chisholm’s homogenous model and empirical correlations of Friedel, Souza, and Pimenta. The 
mean deviations of the correlations were 34.7%, 95.1%, 80.4% and 66.9%, respectively [51]. 
The large variations in the correlations makes estimating impact on the thermal hydraulic system 
difficult. The primary focus on ACC enhancement is still on augmenting the air-side heat 
transfer. The steam-side thermal resistance should be thoroughly investigated after the thermal 
resistance of air resistance is lessened.  
2.3: Effects of Meteorological Conditions on Air Heat Exchanger Literature 
 Meteorological effects do affect the performance of all air-cooled heat exchangers. Air-
cooled heat exchangers are effected by temperature, humidity, wind, inversion, rain, snow, hail, 
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and solar radiation [26]. The amount that the performance is affected depends on the 
meteorological phenomena. Ambient temperature and windy conditions effect the performance 
of ACCs more than other conditions. These effects must be taken into account when deciding the 
geographical location of a power plant that uses ACCs.  
An increase in the ambient air temperature will affect the mass air flow rate required for a 
constant heat load. Figure 11 illustrates the increase in the air mass flow rate as the temperature 
rises, and the heat load is held steady at 197 MW [51]. The difference in the air mass flow rate 
from 20 °C to 30 °C is 250%. When the heat duty is increased, the effects of the ambient inlet air 
temperature on the mass flow rate of air become even more pronounced. Figure 12 illustrates 
how increasing the heat duty and keeping the ambient inlet air temperature fixed will increase 
the air mass flow rate [51]. An increase in heat duty of 28.5% resulted in the mass flow rate of 
air increasing nearly two-fold at 30 °C, but it is less extreme for lower ambient inlet air 
temperatures [51].  
 




Fig. 11. Increase in the air mass flow rate as inlet temperature and heat duty increases, 2016. 
 
 
Wind negatively affects the performance of mechanical draft heat exchangers. The air 
circulation in the plume increases; however, the fan performance usually decreases during 
periods of wind [26]. At the Wyodak Power Plant, located near Gillette, Wyoming, the reduction 
in turbine output reached as high as 14%, depending on the direction of the wind [26]. Windy 
conditions lead to a reduction of the heat dissipation rate of the natural draft dry-cooling towers 
[52]. Vertical heat exchanger arrangements were due to the distortion of the cooling air flow 
[53].  Studies have shown that crosswinds greater than 10 meters per second can cause the 
thermal effectiveness of a natural draft dry-cooling tower to decrease more than 30% [53]. Effect 
of wind are mitigated by raising the height of the fan platform, adding a walkway, and adding a 
wind wall. The mean flow rate through the fan increases if there is a walkway around the outer 
edge of the fans [26]. Heat exchanger performance is improved by raising the height of the fan 
platform because the air flow rate increases [26]. Crosswinds and the risk of hot air recirculating 




2.4: Steam-side Heat Transfer Literature 
 It has been assumed that the dominant force behind ACC performance is the air-side heat 
transfer properties. The steam-side pressure drop and heat transfer rate were not considered to be 
performance limiting constraints until recently. In a study conducted by Heyns, on the 
performance  of an ACC that condensed steam, equipped with both a dry and wet dephlegmator, 
the steam-side heat transfer coefficient was determined to be at a constant 15 kW m K  [43]. 
The steam-side only accounts for 4% of the total heat transfer resistances [35]. Due to this 
realization, steam-side heat transfer studies have not been conducted on the same scale as air-
side studies for ACCs. 
In A-frame configurations, a popular configuration for ACCs, steam flows down inclined 
tubes. There is a plethora of studies for heat transfer and pressure drop models for horizontal and 
vertical flows; however, there are far fewer studies on inclined tubes. Horizontal flows are not 
preferable for A-frame ACC studies. Due to the ACC used in this thesis, inclined tubes and 
vertical tubes will be the focus of the literature review. 
In 1958, Akers et al. created a model for condensation that occurs inside a tube. They 
developed the equivalent Reynolds number for liquid flow that experiences no change in phase 
under turbulent conditions, and they attempted to create a means to estimate the condensation 
heat transfer coefficient [45]. This model defines all of the liquid flow rate that gives the same 
heat transfer coefficient, as an annular condensing flow. However, Moser et al. [45], in 1998, 
found the Reynolds number from Akers et al. to be flawed. Using the heat-momentum analogy, 
the authors integrated the analogy to include the dependence between the wall shear stress and 
heat transfer as the basis of the model [44].  Moser created a model which was capable of 
estimating over 1100 Nusselt numbers, which were gathered experimentally, with an average 
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deviation of 13.64% [45]. The internal diameters for the tubes used in the data are between 3.14 
and 20 mm.  
In 1979, Shah [46] empirically developed a dimensionless correlation based on 21 
independent studies with 474 data points. A variety of heat transfer fluids were used. Pipes and 
annuli were used with Reynolds numbers ranging from 104 to 62900 and 670 to 6700, 
respectively. The flow directions were horizontal, vertical, and 15 degrees inclined to horizontal. 
The saturation temperature, quality, pipe inner diameter, heat flux, vapor velocities, pressures, 
and mass fluxes were varied through a wide range of conditions. It was determined that the vapor 
velocity is one of the most significant parameters affecting condensing heat transfer [46]. This 
correlation had a mean deviation of 15.4%. However, high vapor quality and low liquid 
Reynolds numbers did not agree with the model when vapor qualities were between 85% and 
100%. This resulted in values higher than the model’s predictions. This may be due to entrance 
effects, or the vapor shear may have been so high due to entrainment, or even a breakdown of a 
continuous liquid film [46]. Shah [46] also noted that the location of condensate was difficult to 
locate, and the vapor quality and heat transfer coefficients at high vapor qualities could be in 
high disagreement with the model. It was recommended by Shah [46] that this correlation should 
not be used for pipes with Reynolds numbers lower than 350. In a data set for annular data, it 
was determined that the accuracy of the correlation decreases as the Reynolds number decreases 
[46]. Thirty years later, Shah [47] improved and extended his prior work on the subject. In 2009, 
Shah [47] used 1189 data points from 39 studies for 22 fluids condensing in horizontal, vertical, 
and inclined tubes. This new correlation showed good agreement with heat transfer models for 
vertical tubes under the parameters listed above [47].  Shah stated more research is needed to 
validate this correlation. 
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The ACC presented by Shah and others are typically only for tubes that are slightly 
inclined. The ACC in this thesis has tubes inclined at 70.5 degrees. Condensation studies on 
vertical downward flows are more appropriate. Kim and No [48] conducted experiments to 
determine and model the heat transfer in condensing tubes with larger diameters under high 
steam pressure conditions. This experiment was performed using a single vertical tube. The wall 
temperature differences were measured and used to find the heat transfer coefficients of the 
condensing film. The two-phase pressure drop was also measured. As the pressure increased, 
heat fluxes increased as well [48].  The film heat transfer coefficients were independent of the 
pressure [48]. When compared to the data from Shah [46], the data did not agree [48]. The 
modeled developed by Kim and No [48] gives better estimations for large diameter tubes than 
predictions by Shah [46]. Figure 12 shows the film condensation in a vertical tube [48]. 
 
Fig. 12. Steam condensation with laminar film in a vertical tube, 1967. 
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Chapter 3: Testing Apparatus and Methodologies of Analysis 
This chapter is to highlight the condenser components, data logger, sensors, used for the 
experiments and the operating conditions the experiments were run under. In addition to the 
hardware, the equations used to perform the analyses are discussed. The code used for the data 
can be found in Appendix A.   
3.1: Condenser Components 
 There is an air-cooled condenser test section at the University of Nevada Las Vegas. The 
test section is 23 feet tall with tubes inclined approximately 70.5 degrees from the ground, shown 
in figure 13. The major components of the condenser are the tubes, the fan and variable 
frequency drive (VFD), a boiler and a pump. A CR1000 data logger was used to collect and 




Fig. 13. Side view of the air-cooled condenser. 
 
 
Either bare (without fins) tube and finned tube cases were used.  The tubes used for all 
experiments (regardless of fin characteristics) are 15.875 millimeter diameter, with a wall 
thickness of 1.016 millimeters. The transverse pitch of the tubes are 41.275 millimeters. The 
longitudinal pitch of the tubes is 55.562 millimeters. The width between the side walls of the 
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channel to back row of tubes is 54.1550 millimeters. All of the tubes are constructed out of 
copper. The tubes are in a staggered 3, 2, 1 configuration with an idealized non-swirl flow, as 
shown below in figure 14. The flow travels 80.2125 millimeters inside the channel before it 
reaches the first row of tubes.  The first 2 rows from the top flow with steam and the row with 
the lone tube is the dephlegmator tube. The length of the tubes is 6.1 meters. 
 




The air-cooled condenser is equipped with an axial fan, a Dayton exhaust fan, model 
7CC96, which is 762 millimeters in diameter [54]. When the static pressure is 0, 31.136, 62.272 
and 93.408 Pa, the volumetric flow rate is 4.756, 4.409, 4.040 and 3.504  respectively [55].  
The revolutions per minute (RPM) for the motor and fan are 1725 and 882 RPM respectively 
[55]. The motor of this fan is controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD), Schneider 
Electric’s Altivar 212, model number ATV212W075N4. The variable speed drive is powered by 
a 0.75 kW motor[55]. The supply voltage is 3-phase 380 to 480 V [56]. The line current is 1.7 A 
for 380 V and 1.4 A for 480 V [56]. The VFD allows the motor of the fan to run between 0 to 60 
hz. This allows for variation of fan speeds for tests.   
The boiler used in the apparatus is a Sussman Electric Boiler, model number MBA20F3, shown 
here in figure 15. It is rated to deliver a maximum power of 20 kilowatts [56]. The supply 
voltage and current to the boiler are 480 volts and 24 amps [57]. The steam rate of the boiler is 
27.22 kilograms per hour (60 pounds per hour) [57]. The design pressure of the boiler is 68.945 
bar (1000 PSIG), with a maximum working pressure of 5.860 bar (85 PSIG) [57]. An insulated 
duct allows the steam to rise to the top manifold of the condenser and from the manifold, the 




Fig. 15. Sussman Boiler. 
 
 
To pump the water into the boiler, an EZ Boost System with a BMQE Booster pump, 
tank and controller are used. This pump is responsible for pumping water from a 100-gallon tank 
to the boiler. This pump is also used for creating a vacuum inside the manifold and tubes to 
remove moisture from the system. The specific BMQE model applied here is the BMQE 22, 
which has a nominal flow rate of 5  [57]. The operating temperature range for this pump is 0 
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to 35°C. The maximum working pressure of the pump is 10 bar [58]. The maximum efficiency 
of the pump is 62% [58]. The flow range of the pump is 0 to 7.5 . The max motor output of the 
pump is 1.05 kW [58]. The pump voltage is rated for 200 to 240 V and the rated current is 5.6 A 
[58]. The EZ boost controller allows the user to set the pump pressure to 0 to 6.89 bar (0 to 100 
PSI) [58]. The selected pressure for all tests were 3.44 bar (50 PSI). The connected diaphragm 
tank has a volume of 7.57 liters [58]. This tank has a maximum operating pressure of 10.34 bar 
(150 PSI) and allows the maximum liquid temperature to be 93.33°C [58].  
 The CR1000 is a commonly used data logger for outdoor conditions. The CR1000 was in 
a weatherproof enclosure box. The operating temperature range of the CR1000 is -25 to 50°C 
[58]. This module is ideal for measuring sensors, data reduction, and data storage. The 
parameters measured by the CR1000 of the apparatus for the experiment are the: (1) time; (2) 
tube temperature; (3) top manifold temperature; (4) condensate temperatures; (5) air velocity; (6) 
fan power; (7) steam power; (8) ambient air temperature; and (9) relative humidity. A Campbell 
Scientific AM16/32 relay multiplexer was implemented into the CR1000 to add an additional 32 
analog sensor inputs. Campbell Scientific SDM-SW8A channel switch closure input was 
installed, which added 8 channels of voltage pulses or switch closure inputs. The data logger logs 
the data every 60 seconds.  
3.2: Measuring Devices 
The top manifold temperature and condensate temperatures are both measured using 
thermistors. The top manifold temperature is measured by Campbell Scientific’s 108 
Temperature Probe. The probe encapsulates a BetaTherm 100K6A1IA thermistor in an epoxy 
filled aluminum shell. The range of measurements for the probe is -5 to 95°C [59]. The accuracy 
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of the 108 Temperature Probe is ± 0.7°C from -5 to 95°C [60]. The overall accuracy of the probe 
is the summation of the thermistor interchangeability, error of the Steinhart-Hart equation and 
the bridge-resistor accuracy [60]. The condensate temperature was measured using a 10k4A 
BetaTherm thermistor. The accuracy of the thermistor is ±0.1°C from 0 to 70°C [60]. 
The sensors to measure the tube surface temperature are type E (nickel-chromium) 
thermocouples, Campbell Scientific’s CS 220. The range of the thermocouple is 0 to 900°C [61]. 
The CS220 is a surface mount thermocouple. The tolerance of the thermocouple is 1.0°C within 
this range if the reference junction is at 0°C [62]. However, the reference temperature was 
measured in the panel of the datalogger, a CR1000, not at a 0°C junction. The panel-temperature 
thermistor is a BetaTherm 10K3A1A [59]. Figure 16 shows a summary of the panel-temperature 
error summary for panel temperatures in the ranges for the conditions all experiments were 
conducted under [59]. The panel temperature for the experiments ranged from 6 to 45°C and the 
error associated with it is incorporated in the error analysis. The largest errors of thermocouples 
are the industry accepted manufacturing error of the wire of the thermocouple and the reference 
temperature [59]. According to the CR1000 Measurement and Control System manual, other 
errors such as the error in the voltage measurement, and the thermocouple and reference 




Fig. 16. CR1000 thermistor error °C vs panel temperature, 2018. 
 
 
The sensors to measure the air velocity and temperature are Omega’s FMA 1001A 
transmitters. The probe type is a fixed mount. The velocity range of FMA 1001A is 0 to 5.1  
[62]. The accuracy of the air velocity is 1.5% full scale [63]. The temperature range of the FMA 
1001A is -40 to 121°C. The accuracy of the temperature is 0.5% full scale [63].  
The placement of the thermocouples and the FMA 1001A transmitters are important for 
the analysis of this experiment. There were 4 thermocouples placed on one tube in each row. It 
was assumed that the tube temperature would not change significantly within the same row. The 
thermocouples and FMA 1001As were placed so that the spacing from one another was 
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equidistant between the top and bottom manifold along the length of the tubes. Figure 17 shows 
the FMA 1001A locations, the thermocouple locations, water tank and the condensate collection 
tank.  
 




Each thermocouple is given a name. “R” is followed by a 1 or a 2. If it is followed by a 1, 
it is located on a tube in the first row. If “R” is followed by a 2, it is located on a tube in the 
second row. Thermocouples were placed in pairs along the tube. The following thermocouples 
were placed at the same length down the tube: R1-1 and R2-2, R1-3 and R2-4, R1-5 and R2-6, 
R1-7 and R2-8. Thermocouples associated with the first row have an odd number behind a 
dashed line and thermocouples associated with the second row have an even number behind a 
dashed line. For example, thermocouple R1-5 is located on the first row in between R1-3 and 
R1-7. Thermocouples R1-1 and R2-2 are closest to the upper manifold. Thermocouples R1-7 and 
R2-8 are closest to the bottom manifold. As the digit behind the dashed line increases for the 
same row, the position of the thermocouple is further down the tube. “Section 1” is the section 
with R1-1, R2-2, and an FMA, located 1.2 meters below the top manifold. “Section 2” is the 
section with R1-3, R2-4, and an FMA, located 2.4 meters below the top manifold. “Section 3” is 
the section with R1-5, R2-6, and an FMA, located 3.6 meters below the top manifold, which is 
2.4 meters above the lower/bottom manifold. “Section 4” is the section with R1-7, R2-8 and an 
FMA, located 4.8 meters below the top manifold, which is 1.2 meters above the lower/bottom 
manifold. 
The thermocouples had to be mounted differently depending on if there were fins on the 
tubes and the spacing of the fins of the tubes. The reason the mounting had to be different is to 
ensure that the temperature being read was the temperature of the tube and not the fin or the 
temperature of the air around the tube. Figure 18 shows the location of the FMA 1001A and how 
the thermocouples were mounted with the first set of tubes, which had 8 fins per inch (FPI). The 
FMA 1001As were placed at the same location for all tests, the thermocouples were mounted in 
close proximity to the FMA 1001As for each set of tubes. For the first set of tubes, the fin 
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spacing was small enough so that the thermocouple could make contact to the tube by having the 
thermocouple wire held in place by folding the fins above and below the wire. This ensured good 
contact with the tube even when the fan was running at full speed. For the second set of tubes, 
the bare tubes, tube insulation was used in order to ensure thermal contact. This insulation was 
placed over the small section of the tube covering the thermocouple. Zip ties were used to hold 
the insulation is place, this arrangement can be seen in figure 19. For the third set of tubes, which 
had 6 FPI, the mounting method used for the first set of tubes, which were 8 FPI, was not ideal. 
Due to having larger spacing in between the fins, the thermocouple wires could not be held in 
place by folding the fins above and below the wire. In order to mount the thermocouples so that 
the wire would stay in place and the thermocouple would make contact to the tube, a small clip 
was placed between two fins to secure the wire and thermocouple. This mounting method can be 












Fig. 20. 3rd tube set thermocouple mounting, 6 FPI. 
 
 
The ambient air temperature and the relative humidity are both measured by Campbell 
Scientific’s HMP50 probe. The temperature sensor component is a 1000 Ohm platinum 
resistance thermistor [63]. The temperature measurements range is -40 to 60 °C [64]. The 
temperature accuracy is displayed as a graph in figure 21. The relative humidity is measured 
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using an INTERCAP sensor. The relative humidity measurement range is 0 to 98% [64]. At 
20°C the accuracy of the relative humidity is ±3% from 0 to 90% relative humidity, from 90 to 
98% relative humidity the accuracy is ±5% [64]. Figure 22 shows the temperature dependence 
of the relative humidity measurement for the sensor. 
 




Fig. 22. HMP50 temperature dependence vs relative humidity, 2009 
 
 
Both the fan and the steam power and energy are measured by using Continental Control 
System’s WattNode Pulse, a Watt/Watt-hour meter. This device is capable of creating pulses that 
are proportional to the total Watt-hours.  The WattNode model used for both the fan and the 
boiler are the WNB-3Y-480-P. The line to neutral voltage is 277 Vac and the line to line voltage 
is 480 Vac [64].  The wiring configuration is a three phase, three wire delta without a neutral, 
seen in figure 23. Each pulse that originates from the meter, corresponds to an amount of energy. 
The WattNode Pulse measures the pulses per seconds. The following table, table 5, shows the 
Watt-hours per pulse of the current transformers from 5 to 3000 A [65]. Each current transformer 
size corresponds to a different number of Watt hours per pulse (Wh/p). The current transformer 
for the fan is 15 A and 50 A for the boiler. The Wh/p for the WNB-3Y-480-P for the fan and 
boiler’s current transformer is 0.2285 and 2.8854 Wh/p [65]. Equation 3.1 is used to obtain the 
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energy of a device measured by the WattNode Pulse [65]. Equation 3.2 is the average amount of 
power measured by the WattNode Pulse in Watts [65]. The pulse frequency is the number of 
pulses generated over a fixed period of time, expressed in equation 3.3 [65]. The time period for 
the pulse frequency is fixed at 60 seconds, making equation 3.2 reduce to equation 3.4 [65]. For 
each fan speed, the energy load varies, which can be seen in table 6. The fan power varies 
between two values at each frequency, depending on the number of pulses during the minute of 
the reading. 
 










Table 5: List of Watt-hours per pulse (Wh/p) of WattNode Pulse 
 
Table 6: Fan Frequency and Fan Power 









 =    (3.3)  ( ) =  ·  ℎ/  · 60  (3.4) 
 
Wind speed and direction were measured using Campbell Scientifics 03001 R. M. Young 
Wind Sentry Set. The set contains an anemometer and a vane. The range of the of the wind speed 
sensor, the 03101 R.M. Young Sentry Anemometer, is from 0 to 50  [65]. The accuracy of the 
anemometer is ±0.5  [66]. The range of the wind direction sensor, the 03301 R.M. Young Wind 
Sentry Vane, is 360° [66]. The accuracy of the vane is ±5° [66]. The 03001 R.M. Young Wind 
Sentry Set is located at the top of the condenser. The anemometer is on the left-hand side and the 
vane is on the right-hand side of figure 24. 
 





The top and bottom manifold were each measured using an Omega PX209-30V15G 
pressure transducer. This transducer measures gauge pressure. The range of the transducers are -
101.352 to 930.792 kPa [66]. The accuracy of the transducer is 0.25% [67]. The static pressure 
inside the plenum is measured by Omega’s PX279-05G5V pressure transducer [67]. The range 
of the transducer is 0 to 311.05 Pa [68]. The accuracy of the transducer is 0.25% [68]. The 
operating temperature of both the PX209-30V15G and the PX279-05G5V is -45 to 121°C [67] 
[68]. This sensor is located approximately in the middle of the plenum. The atmospheric pressure 
was obtained using the weather station located at McCarran International Airport. 
Condensate was collected in order to measure the heat transfer of the entire condenser. 
Underneath the bottom manifold, where the condensate temperature is measured, there are three 
ball valves. During periods when condensate was collected, the ball valves were opened and the 
condensate would flow down into collection tanks. The condensate was then measured by 
draining the tanks into a graduated cylinder and then recorded. Figure 25 shows the 




Fig. 25. Ball valve and collection tank configuration. 
 
 
3.3: Operating Conditions 
 The condenser was run at three different fan speeds for the analysis. The fan was run at 
60 hz, 45 hz and 30 hz. While running the fan at frequencies less than 30 hz, some areas of the 
condenser would result in flows lower than the tolerance of the FMA1001A sensors. The tests 
were done during the winter and summer to gain data during the extremes of the Las Vegas 
weather season. Tests were conducted typically from the morning until the afternoon resulting in 
several data points. Due to the orientation of the channel opening, the sun does not directly strike 
the tubes. Tests were not conducted on days with rain or excessive wind. Due to the location of 
the condenser, the surrounding walls around the area reduced the wind entering the condenser.  
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3.4: Equation Derivations 
 To develop the air-side heat transfer rate, the CS220 thermocouples, the FMA1001A air 
velocity and temperature transducer, the HMP50 temperature and relative humidity probe and 
atmospheric pressure data from McCarran International Airport were utilized.  
The dynamic viscosity is the metric used to determine a fluid’s internal resistance to 
flow. The dynamic viscosity, μ, was found using the Sutherland’s Law, seen in equation 3.5. μ  is the dynamic viscosity at the reference temperature, . S is the Sutherland temperature. 
The maximum error of the Sutherland law is ±2% [68]. The kinematic viscosity is the proportion 
of a fluid’s dynamic viscosity to the density. Using the dynamic viscosity, ν, the kinematic 
viscosity was found using equation 3.6. 
μ = μ · ( ) ·      [ · ] (3.5) 
= μ      [ ] (3.6) 
 The density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the ambient air were determined 
by regression analysis on properties of air in order to obtain a temperature dependent relationship 
by Zografos et al. They performed a least-squares fit method to generate the numerical results 
and plotted the function along with the tabulated data for known points. An equation which best 
fit the data was selected in the form of equation 3.7 [69]. The value R-squared, the proportion of 
the variance in the dependent variable is predictable from the independent variable, the ambient 
temperature, has a value of 0.999 or greater [70]. The equation which yields the lowest standard 
deviation was chosen. Equation 3.8 is the equation for the density of air at atmospheric pressure 
from 100 K to 3000 K [70]. Equation 3.9 is the equation for the specific heat at atmospheric 
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pressure from 150 K to 3000 K [70].  Equation 3.10 is the equation for the thermal conductivity 
at atmospheric pressure from 100 K to 3000 K [70].  
= + + + + · · · 
   = 345.57· ( − 2.6884)-1     [ ] 
          Cp=1.3864· 10 · − 6.4747 · 10 · + 1.0234 · 10 · − 




=1.5797·10 · + 9.4600 · 10 · + 2.2012 · 10 ·                      − 2.3758 · 10 · + 1.7082 · 10 · − 7.488 ·                      10 [ · ] 
(3.10) 
 
From the sensors and equations mentioned above, Prandtl number, Reynolds number and 
the Nusselt number, all dimensionless numbers that are used to quantify convective heat transfer 
are derived. The Prandtl number is the ratio of the momentum diffusivity to the thermal 
diffusivity, shown in equation 3.11. The Reynolds number is the ratio of the fluid’s internal 
inertial forces and the viscous forces. The fluid experiences relative internal displacement due to 
the velocity. The Reynolds number is shown in equation 3.12. The local Nusselt number is the 
ratio of a fluid’s convective heat transfer and conductive heat transfer. The Hilpert correlation 
was used to determine the local and average Nusselt number, seen in equation 3.13. Fand and 
Keswani updated the C and m values for the Hilpert correlation using more recent properties of 
air for different ranges of the Reynolds number seen in table 7 [70]. For cases where the 
Reynolds number is between 1 and 4, the original Hilpert coefficients were used, for Re  from 
0.4 to 4, C is 0.989 and m is 0.330. 
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Pr = · μ 




Table 7: Fand and Keswani Constants 
Re  C M 
1-4 - - 
4-35 0.795 0.384 
35-5000 0.583 0.471 
5000-50000 0.148 0.633 
50000-230000 0.0208 0.814 
 
Using the Nusselt number defined in equation 3.12, the local and average heat transfer 
coefficients are defined in equation 3.13. Using this heat transfer coefficient, the convective heat 
transfer is found using equation 3.14. The convective heat transfer was found by equation 3.15. 
Due to the velocity sensor locations, the total area experiencing the flow at each location was 
approximated by dividing the length of the tubes into four pieces to correspond with the four 
velocity sensors.  
ℎ = Nu ·      [ Wm K] 
    =ℎ · · −      [W] 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
The energy balance performed on the tubes was modeled as a single tube and not a tube 
bundle. The reason why is due to the low Reynolds number and the number of tube rows 
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commonly used in bundle analyses and the experimental test section. Equation 3.15 was 
developed by Zukauskas to find the average Nusselt number of a tube bundle [71]. However, this 
equation is for banks with at least 20 rows, the test section has 2 rows. Also for the Reynolds 
numbers from 100 to 1000, it is advised to approximate the Nusselt number as a single isolated 
cylinder [72].  
Nu = · Re ·  Pr . · ( PrPr ).   (3.15) 
The energy balances were performed on only the bare tubes due to the sensitivity of the 
air velocity sensors. The optimal way to ensure that the steam was not being subcooled was to 
not allow the steam to fully condense. Due to not being able to determine the location where the 
fluid condenses inside of the tubes, this method allowed the collected condensate to be used to 
estimate the heat transfer. The collected condensate was then used to determine the latent heat 
transfer which occurred inside the condenser. When attempting to perform this method on the 
finned set of tubes, the fan speed to achieve a non-fully condensed scenario would cause the air 
velocity to be lower than the range of the air velocity sensors.  
Equation 3.16 is the latent heat transfer equation. Collecting the condensate over a 
specified amount of time allows for a mass flow rate of the water ̇ , to be calculated. The 
specific latent heat of the saturated water ℎ , was estimated to be between the inside of the top 
and lower manifold pressure. The differences in the top and bottom manifold pressure are less 
than 20 kPa. The differences in specific latent heat of saturated water at these pressures are 
relatively small. For example, the differences in the specific latent heat of water at 101.25 kPa 
and 125 kPa are 15.9 . From the pressures present during the energy balances, the specific 
latent heat used in the calculation is 2240.6 , the pressure at 125 kPa. 
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 ̇ · ℎ      [W]  (3.16) 
 If equation 3.16 equaled the thermal energy input of boiler, all of the steam condensed 
into a liquid form. When equation 3.16 was less than the thermal energy input of the boiler, then 
all of the steam did not condense into a liquid form. In order to determine the ratio of steam 
condensed to steam that was not condensed, equation 3.17 was created. 
     (3.17) 
 While forced convection is the primary mode of heat transfer for air-cooled condensers, 
the convection inside the tubes and the conduction of the tubes cannot be ignored. These 
parameters could not be directly measured by the equipment. In order to approximate the sum of 
these parameters, the boiler was run while the fan was off. Then the condensate was collected 
during this time period and the combination of the heat transfer was determined using the same 
method as equation 3.16. This heat transfer was then combined with the heat transfer from 
equation 3.14. Ideally, the total of the heat transfer from the forced convection plus the 
convection when the fan is not operating, should equal equation 3.16 when the fan is operating. 
Equation 3.18 expresses the heat transfer when the fan is not running. In the case when all the 
steam is not condensing, the heat transfer from forced convection and the heat transfer when the 
fan is not operating should be equal, seen in equation 3.19. The heat transfer from natural 
convection and radiation are assumed to be insignificant. 
 =   +   [W]    




The pressure drop through the tubes is expressed by utilizing the Euler number. The 
Euler number is the ratio of the pressure forces and the inertial forces, shown in equation 3.20. 
The pressure drop is influenced by the tube geometry, the Reynolds number, and the number of 
rows. The correlations which best fit the flow conditions and geometry of the test section were 
used.  
Eu = ·  (3.20) 
For the staggered tube banks with finned tubes, a correlation was developed by Nir [73] 
to formulate the Euler number, shown in equation 3.21. Due to the ratio of diagonal flow to the 
frontal flow area of the tube bank, the correction factor, ,  is equal to one [73]. B is the ratio 
between the of the heat transfer area of a row of tube to the free-flowing area and n is the number 
of rows in the bundle. B and its components are derived in equations 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 
[73]. This relation is recommended for Reynolds numbers ranging from 300 to 10,000 and B 
ranging from 8.5 to 60 [73]. The hydraulic diameter is expressed in equation 3.26. 
  Eu=1.5·Re . · . · , ·  
= ·  
,  
, = − + ,      [mm ] 










Zukauskas and Ulinskas developed an Euler number correlation for plain tubes using the 
Reynolds number as the dependent variable. Their correlation used the Reynolds number and the 
ratio of the transverse pitch to the tube diameter as a parameter [73]. The geometric constant, , 
was determined by the ratio of the transverse pitch and the longitudinal pitch to the tube diameter 
[74]. Equation 3.27 is the Euler number for the appropriate geometry and Reynolds numbers 
from the range of 100 to 5000 [74]. Equation 3.28 is for the same configuration as equation 3.26 
but the Reynolds number is for the range of 5000 to 2,000,000 [74]. Equation 3.29 is the Euler 
number with a correction factor due to the limited number of rows, table 8 shows the correction 
factors for both inline and staggered tubes [74]. Equations 3.30 is geometric constant  
derivation [74]. Equations 3.31 and 3.32 the proportions between the transverse pitch and the 
longitudinal pitch to the tube diameter [74]. The angle of attack does affect the pressure drop, 
seen in figure 26 [74]. Equation 3.33 is the Euler number with the coefficient due to angle of 
attack differing from 90°, , is taken into account [75].    
  Eu= · (0.33 + . ·  – . ·  + . · −  . ·  ) 














Table 8: Euler number correction factor due to row .                 
 
 
Fig. 26. Euler number correction factor due to angle of attack β, 1988. 
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A method of comparing heat transfer surfaces is a criterion known as the energy 
coefficient, seen in equation 3.34 [43]. E, the energy coefficient, is the ratio between the heat 
transfer and the external power which is required to generate that heat transfer, such as a pump or 
a fan [43]. For this thesis, the forced convective heat transfer is   and the power 
to operate the fan is . This method allows heat exchangers to be compared to one another. 






Chapter 4: Results and Discussion 
 This chapter is to highlight the differences between air-cooled condenser operations 
subjected to the temperature extremes of Las Vegas. First, an energy balance is performed to 
give validity to the parameters that are presented later in this chapter. The tube and condensate 
temperature differences between summer and winter/fall are examined. The air-side heat transfer 
coefficients along the tubes are examined and discussed for the summer and winter/fall. The 
forced convective heat transfer rate is compared under different ambient air temperatures. The 
pressure drop across the tubes are expressed as the Euler number. The energy coefficient is 
determined for the three set of tube bundles. Finally, an uncertainty analysis is performed for all 
sensors and equations. 
4.1: Energy Balance 
An energy balance was performed on the air-cooled condenser in order to give validity to 
the methods used to measure parameters such as the Nusselt number and the heat transfer 
coefficient. By utilizing the energy meter on the boiler, the thermal energy inputted into the 
system was measured. The air velocity sensors, thermocouples, thermistors, pressure transducers 
and collecting condensate allowed for an estimated energy balance to be developed for the 
system.  
Table 9 shows the energy balances and the percentage differences between equations 4.3 
and 4.4 for the tubes at 60, 45 and 30 hz fan frequency. Two separate balances for two separate 





Table 9: Energy balances and percentage differences for differing fan frequencies. 
Fan Frequency [hz]  [W]  +   [W] % 
Difference 
60 6,348 5,951 6.46 
60 6,161 5,829 5.54 
45 5,601 5,592 0.16 
45 5,508 5,513 0.09 
30 5,041 5,202 3.15 
30 4,947 5,153 4.07 
 
From table 9 it can be seen that while there is a difference between the values obtained 
experimentally, the differences are not large. The differences may be due to the pressure for the 
specific latent heat not being known between the upper manifold and the lower manifold of the 
condenser. Also, the measurement of the condensate was done with a graduated cylinder which 
also introduces additional uncertainty in the calculation.  
It can be seen that for 60 hz and 30 hz, the percentage difference is greater than the 45 
cases. For the two 60 hz cases, right-hand side of equation 4.4 is 397 W and 332 W less than the 
right-hand side. This is likely due to more flow over the tubes and the method of designating 
each air velocity sensor to an equal area of the bundle, underrepresenting some stronger flows 
which are present in between sensors. In contrast to the 60 hz energy balances, the two 30 hz 
energy balances have the right-hand side of equation 3.19 are greater than the right-hand side by 
161 W and 205 W. In this case, this method of designating each air velocity sensor to an equal 
area of the bundle is over-representing stronger flows in between sensors. Adding additional 
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sensors would likely reduce the percentage error for these two cases. The 45 hz energy balances 
seem to be the perfect middle ground between the two cases. In one case, the right-hand side of 
equation 3.19 is 5 W greater than the right-hand side. In the other case, the left-hand side of 
equation 3.19 is greater by 19 W. Due to the energy balances being accurate, the components of 
the energy balance are accurate as well.  
Table 10 shows the ratio between the input thermal energy from the boiler and the latent 
heat transfer from the energy balances. For each fan frequency, the ratio between the input 
thermal energy from the boiler and the latent heat transfer is roughly 1%. As the fan speed 
increases, the ratio increases. Even at the maximum fan frequency, 60 hz, there was not enough 
heat transfer to fully condense the steam. 
 
 
Table 10: Ratio of boiler energy and latent heat transfer from energy balances. 
Fan Frequency [hz]  [W]  [W]  [%] 
60 6,348.36 17,866.40 35.53 
60 6,161.65 18,0222.11 34.19 
45 5,601.50 17,831.77 31.41 
45 5,508.14 18,056.84 30.50 
30 5,041.35 17,797.15 28.33 
30 4,947.99 18,126.08 27.30 
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4.2: Condenser Temperature Dependence on Ambient Temperature  
4.2.1: 8 FPI Tube Bundle 
 The following figures are to illustrate the condenser temperature dependence on the tubes 
with 8 FPI. First the case when the fan frequency is operating at 60 hz is explored. The fan 
power for both cases were 571.29 or 623.23 W, depending on the pulse count during the minute 
of the reading. 
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Fig. 28. Summer temperatures, 8 FPI at 60 hz. 
 
 
When examining the differences in the tube temperature, the most notable difference 
between the winter and summer data is the temperatures at the sensors R1-5 and R2-6 (for 
thermocouple naming conventions, please refer to 3.2). Both sensors in the winter begin in the 
low 20 °C range and peak slightly above 45 °C. By contrast, in the summer these sensors 
frequently oscillate in the 80°C and 90°C range, only decreasing significantly at the next two 
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 The ambient temperature for the tests at 60 hz ranged from 12.5 °C to 19.1 °C in the 
winter and 28.8 °C to 38.6 °C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 11.9 °C 
to 15.7°C in the winter and 27.2°C to 37.3 °C in the summer. Figure 29 shows the change in 
condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature relationship. “Delta Cond” is 
the condensate temperature difference between the summer and winter. “Delta ambient air 
temperature” is the difference between the summer and winter ambient air temperature. This 
relationship is roughly 1 to 1, ranging from 0.96 to 1.33.  
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The following figures are for the winter and summer cases at a fan frequency of 45 hz. 
The fan power for both cases were 259 W or 311 W depending on the pulse count during the 
minute of the reading.  
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Fig. 31. Summer temperatures, 8 FPI at 45 hz. 
 
 
Under a fan frequency of 45 hz, the temperatures of the tubes decrease in different 
locations. The second row does not begin to decrease until R2-8. This is exacerbated in the 
summertime.  In the winter, R1-5 and R2-6 are 3.1°C apart. As the ambient temperature 
increases in the winter by only a few degrees, R2-6 begins to oscillate in the range of 80°C and 
93°C while R1-5 oscillates from 48°C to 63°C but averages around 55 °C. In the summer the 
































the winter and the summer the tube temperatures in the first row significantly decrease at sensor 
R1-5.  
  The ambient temperature for the tests at 45 hz ranged from 12.9°C to 19.0°C in the 
winter and 33.0°C to 44.4°C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 11.1°C to 
17.4°C in the winter and 30.6°C to 54.4 °C in the summer. Figure 32 shows the change in 
condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature relationship. Similar to the 60 
hz case this relationship is roughly 1 to 1, ranging from 0.94 to 1.41. 
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The following figures are for the winter and summer cases at a fan frequency of 30 hz. 
The fan power for both cases was 103 W or 155 W depending on the pulse count during the 
minute of the reading.  
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Fig. 34. Summer temperatures, 8 FPI at 30 hz. 
 
 
Under a fan frequency of 30 hz, the temperatures of the tubes decrease during the winter 
time. Similar to the 45 hz case, the second row did not see significant temperature drop until R2-
8 during the winter while sensor R1-5 shows the beginning of the temperature drop in the first 
row. The temperature of R2-8 oscillates between the mid 50 to low 90°C. This is likely due to 
flow being greater near the bottom portion of the condenser, especially during the winter months. 
Higher Reynolds numbers are recorded near sensor R2-8. During the summer, there is not 
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The ambient temperature for the tests at 30 hz ranged from 3.5°C to 14.0°C in the winter 
and 38.5°C to 42.2°C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 6.2°C to 15.3°C 
in the winter and 93°C to 94 °C in the summer. Figure 33 shows the change in condensate 
temperature to the change in ambient air temperature relationship. Unlike the 60 hz and 45 hz 
case, the change in condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature is not close 
to 1 to 1: it ranges from 2.4 to 2.9. As the ambient temperature increases, the condensate 
temperature rises considerably. An example in figure 35, an increase in ambient air temperature 
of 30°C increased the condensate temperature by 86°C.   
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 The tube surface and condensate temperatures are both dependent on the fan speed and 
the ambient temperature. When the fan power is higher, blowing more air over the tubes, the 
tube temperature and the condensate temperature decrease. While the second row of tubes does 
receive air flow, it is less than the first set of tubes, creating a difference in temperature between 
the two rows. 
4.2.2: Bare Tube Bundle 
The following figures are to illustrate the condenser temperature dependence on the bare tubes. 
First the case when the fan frequency is operating at 60 hz is explored. The fan power for both 
cases were 571.29 or 623.23 W, depending on the pulse count during the minute of the reading. 
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Fig. 37. Summer temperature, bare tubes at 60 hz. 
 
 
The only notable differences between the summer and winter data are the ambient 
temperature and the condensate temperature. The ambient temperatures during the winter ranged 
from 6.3°C to 11.9°C and during the summer 32.47°C to 41.72°C. The condensate temperature 
during the winter reached a low of 85°C at some points but would oscillate to 93°C. The 
condensate temperature during the summer stayed relatively steady around 93°C. The tube 
temperatures did not change or oscillate significantly throughout the test. The contrast between 
figures 36 and 37 illustrates that the lower ambient temperature played a role in slightly 
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The following figures are for the winter case at a fan frequency of 45 hz. The fan power 
for both cases was 259 W or 311 W depending on the pulse count during the minute of the 
reading. There were no differences in temperature behavior between the 60 hz and 45 hz cases 
during the summer. Figure 36 shows the tube and condensate temperatures from the ambient 
temperature range of 11.9 °C to 15.4 °C. The condensate temperature does not reach below 92 
°C. The oscillations are likely due to uncertainty in the measuring devices. 
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The reason the temperature does not decrease like the finned tubes is due to the lack of 
surface area provided by the fins. The surface area is 0.3037 m  per tube for the bare case. For 
the 8 FPI tube, the surface area is 3.193 m  and for the 6 FPI tube, the surface area is 2.468 m . 
4.2.3: 6 FPI Tube Bundle 
The following figures are to illustrate the condenser temperature dependence on the tubes 
with 6 FPI. There were issues mounting the thermocouples on this set of tubes. The 
thermocouples were reading a mixture between the temperature of the tubes and the air exiting 
the condenser. This was confirmed by reading the thermocouple measurements when the boiler 
and fan were not operating. Under these conditions, the thermocouple temperatures read the 
ambient air temperature. The thermocouples reading a mixture between the tube surface 
temperature and air temperature made the thermocouple values lower than the tube temperature. 
To compensate for the lower tube surface temperatures, a correction factor was used. The 
correction factor utilizes a thermistor which measures the condensate when the fan is not 
operating. Then the thermocouples which were reading lower than the condensate temperature in 
the lower manifold were observed and adjusted. A mathematical relationship is developed in 
equation 4.1 and 4.2. This corrected temperature is unique for each thermocouple. This factor 
was used as an offset for the readings when the fan was operating. 
= −          [C] 
  = + · ( )      [C] 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
 First the case when the fan frequency is operating at 60 hz is explored. The fan power for 
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Fig. 40. Summer temperature, 6 FPI at 60 hz. 
 
 
The noticeable differences between the fall and summer temperature data are when on the 
tubes the first significant temperature decrease begins. In the fall, sensors R1-5 and R2-6 begin 
to show oscillating behavior. R1-5 is significantly less than R2-6 but farther up the tube at R1-3 
and R2-4, the temperature remains steady around 80 °C. In the summer, the temperatures do not 
begin to decrease significantly until R1-7 and R2-8. In the summer R2-8 oscillates between 60°C 
and 90°C. This is due to the unsteady flow conditions between the front and second row, which 
are exacerbated by high ambient air temperatures. 
 The ambient temperatures for the tests at 60 hz ranged from 26.25°C to 33.2°C in the fall 
and 34.6°C to 44.4°C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 24.4°C to 
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condensate temperature due to the change in ambient air temperature. As the change in ambient 
temperature increases, the condensate temperature increases. The ratio between the change in 
condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature is from 0.87 to 1.51.  
 
Fig. 41. Change in condensate temperate to the change in ambient temperature, 6 FPI at 60 hz. 
 
 
The following figures are for the fall and summer cases at a fan frequency of 45 hz. The 
fan power for both cases was 259 W or 311 W depending on the pulse count during the minute 
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Fig. 42. Fall temperatures, 6 FPI at 45 hz. 
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 Under a fan frequency of 45 hz, the fall and summer temperatures behave differently. 
During the fall, temperatures oscillate at sensors R1-7 and 2-8. During the summer, these 
oscillations occur to a lesser degree but stop after the ambient temperature surpasses 39 °C. Also, 
during the summer, these oscillations in temperature occur in tandem. The significant decrease in 
temperature occurs between R1-7/R2-8 and where the condensate collects at the bottom of the 
condenser. 
 The ambient temperature for the tests at 45 hz ranged from 25.7°C to 31.8°C in the fall 
and 35.2°C to 40.1°C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 29.2°C to 
44.9°C in the fall and 42.4°C to 56.8°C in the summer. Figure 44 shows the change in 
condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature relationship. This relationship 




Fig. 44. Change in condensate temperate to the change in ambient temperature, 6 FPI at 45 hz. 
 
 
The following figures are for the winter and summer cases at a fan frequency of 30 hz. 
The fan power for both cases was 103 W or 155 W depending on the pulse count during the 
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Fig. 46. 30 hz Summer Temperatures, 6 FPI. 
 
 
The differences between the 30 hz fall and winter temperatures are that the summer tube 
and condensate temperature do not drop significantly throughout the condenser. In the fall, there 
is a significant drop in tube temperature at sensors R1-7 and R2-8. There is another drop between 
these two sensors and the condensate temperature. 
The ambient temperature for the tests at 30 hz ranged from 15.47 °C to 19.2 °C in the fall 
and 29.7 °C to 35.2 °C in the summer. The condensate temperatures ranged from 29.6 °C to 48.9 
°C in the fall and 93.0 °C to 94.7 °C in the summer. Figure 47 shows the change in condensate 
temperature to the change in ambient air temperature relationship. The change in condensate 
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condensate temperature to the change in ambient air temperature is greater than the 8 FPI for the 
30, 45 and 60 hz. The 6 FPI tube bundle is more sensitive to the ambient air temperature than the 
8 FPI tube bundle. 
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4.3: Air-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient Dependence on the Reynolds Number 
4.3.1: 8 FPI Tube Bundle 
 The following figures are to illustrate the air-side heat transfer coefficient’s dependence 
on the Reynolds number on the tubes with 8 fins per inch. The fan frequency shown for the 
following figures is 60 hz.  
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When comparing the heat transfer coefficients from the winter and summer data, the 
Reynolds number near the top of the condenser at section 1 is very low during the winter. During 
the summer the Reynolds number is much higher. During the winter, the Reynolds numbers at 
section 1 range from 2 to 119. During the summer, the Reynolds numbers at section 1 range from 
287 to 559. Due to the low Reynolds numbers in the winter near the top of the condenser, the 
heat transfer coefficient is also significantly less, ranging from 4.2 to 21 · . During the 
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section of the condenser with the greatest heat transfer coefficients also changed. During the 
winter, section 3 consistently had the greatest heat transfer coefficients, ranging from 50.8 to 63 
· . During the summer, 2 consistently had the greatest heat transfer coefficients, ranging from 
51.5 to 64.1 · .  In the summer data, section 4 ranged from 29.6 to 65.8 · , this section had 
heat transfer coefficients that varied throughout that range. Section 1 tends to consistently have 
the lowest heat transfer coefficient values for both winter and summer datasets. The magnitude 
of the greatest heat transfer coefficients was nearly the same for both tubes.  
The following figures are for the air-side heat transfer coefficient at a 45 hz fan 
frequency.  
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The winter Reynolds numbers at section 1 ranged from 1.6 to 90.2. The summer 
Reynolds numbers at section 1 ranged from 104.8 to 283.8. This led to lower heat transfer 
coefficients at section 1 during the winter than the summer. During the winter, the heat transfer 
coefficient at section 1 ranged from 3.6 to 18.2 · . During the summer, this same section has a 
heat transfer coefficient which ranges from 20.9 to 33.9 · . During the winter, section 4 had 
the highest heat transfer coefficients. Section 4 ranged from 27.18 to 59.7 · . However, some 




























During the summer, section 2 had the highest heat transfer coefficients. Section 2 ranged from 
39.4 to 56.1 · . Similarly to the winter dataset, the summer dataset for section 4 also varied 
greatly from 25.5 to 50.6 · . The values of section 1 during the summer were consistently 
lower than the other sections, similar to the winter values. 
The following figures are for the air-side heat transfer coefficient at a 30 hz fan 
frequency.  
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For both the winter and summer datasets, the Reynolds number at section 1 is 
significantly less than the other sections. The Reynolds numbers at section 1 for the winter 
dataset ranged from 0 to 4.4. The Reynolds numbers at section 1 for the summer dataset ranged 
from 2.7 to 266. The values of the forced convective heat transfer coefficient for the section 1 
winter dataset ranged from 0 to 6.1 · . Due to a Reynolds number of zero at some points, the 
section is experiencing natural convection instead of forced convection.  The values of the heat 
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winter, the section with the greatest heat transfer coefficient was section 4, which ranged from 
10.4 to 47.9  · . During the summer, the section with the highest heat transfer coefficient was 
section 2, which ranged from 14.5 to 52.4 · .   
4.3.2: Bare Tube Bundle 
 The following figures are to illustrate the air-side heat transfer coefficients’ dependence 
on the Reynolds numbers for the bare tubes. The fan frequency shown for the following figures 
is 60 hz. 
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In both winter and summer, the behavior of the heat transfer coefficient is similar. 
Section 3 has the greatest value, followed by section 2 then 1 and finally 4. For the winter case, 
sections 2 and 1 overlap for most of the readings. For the summer case, sections 2 and 1 partially 
overlap. The most noticeable difference between the two datasets is the range of the heat transfer 
coefficients for all sections. During the winter section 1’s heat transfer coefficients varied from 
31.4 to 36.6 · .  During the summer section 1’s heat transfer coefficients varied from 38.9 to 
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· . For the summer dataset, section 2’s heat transfer coefficient varied from 40.2 to 47.7 · . 
During the winter section 3’s heat transfer coefficients varied from 41.9 to 48.2 · . During the 
summer, section 3’s heat transfer coefficient was constant at 47.8 · .   For the winter dataset, 
section 4 varies from 18.6 to 28.8 · . For the summer dataset, section 4 varies from 18.6 to 
36.8 · . The different ranges between the values are due to the different Reynolds numbers. 
The fan frequency shown for the following figures is 45 hz. 
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Similar to the 60 hz base tube cases, the order from greatest to lowest heat transfer 
coefficients tend to be sections 3, 2, 1, then 4. For both the winter and summer case, section 3 
has the greatest heat transfer coefficients. In the winter, section 3 the heat transfer coefficient 
ranges from 34.9 to 41.7 · .  In the summer section 3 the heat transfer coefficient ranges from 
37.1 to 47.8 · .  Section 4’s heat transfer coefficient ranges from 15.7 to 25.4 ·  in the 
winter and 14.9 to 32.1 ·  in the summer. 
4.3.3: 6 FPI Tube Bundle 
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Fig. 59. Summer air-side heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds number, 6 FPI tubes 
at 60 hz. 
 
 
The fall and summer air-side heat transfer coefficient values are similar. The lowest and 
highest heat transfer coefficients are close in value for both summer and winter datasets. In both 
cases, section 1 experiences lower heat transfer values, ranging from 30 and 42.2 ·  in the fall 
and 31.6 and 42.5 ·  in the summer. In the fall dataset, the section with the greatest heat 
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ranging from 49.8 to 66.5 · . In the summer, section 2 has the greatest heat transfer 
coefficients ranging from 57.2 to 66.9 · .  
 The fan frequency shown for the following figures is 45 hz. 
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Fig. 61. Summer air-side heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds number, 6 FPI tubes 
at 45 hz. 
 
 
For both the fall and wintertime datasets, section 2 has the greatest heat transfer 
coefficients. There is significant overlap between sections 2, 3, and 4 for most portions of the 
curve for both datasets. Section 2’s heat transfer coefficients varied from 44.4 to 62.8 ·  in the 
fall and 46.8 to 61.5 ·  in the summer. Section 3’s heat transfer coefficients ranged from 40.8 
to 61.2 ·  in the fall and 40.9 to 51.6. Section 3 had the largest change between the fall and 
summer datasets for the section’s higher range of heat transfer coefficients. Section 4’s heat 
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summer. Section 4 had the largest change between the fall and summer datasets for the section’s 
lower range of heat transfer coefficients. 
The fan frequency shown for the following figures is 30 hz. 
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Fig. 63. Summer air-side heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds number, 6 FPI tubes 
at 30 hz. 
 
 
The section which has the greatest heat transfer coefficient in the fall is section 4. 
However, section 4 does have the largest range of the dataset, ranging from 29.8 to 43.9 · . In 
the summer, the section which has the greatest heat transfer coefficients in section 2, which 
ranges from 23.7 to 46.6 · . In the fall, section 4’s heat transfer coefficients are close in value 
to section 2’s for much of the dataset. In the summer, section 4’s heat transfer coefficients are 
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heat transfer coefficient is recorded at section 1 for the entirety of the curve, ranging from 0 to 
24.4 · .  
4.4: Convective Heat Transfer Dependence on the Ambient Temperature 
 There were no significant changes in the heat transfer coefficients throughout a single 
day for any of the tests. However, due to the temperature extremes, there are differences between 
the winter and summer seasons which are explored in this section. 
4.4.1: 8 FPI Tube Bundle 
Table 11 shows the forced convective heat transfer range and the ambient air temperature 
for the 8 FPI tube bundle. 
 
 
Table 11: Forced convective heat transfer and ambient air temperature of 8 FPI tube bundle. 
Fan Frequency [hz] Ambient Air Temperature 
Range [C] 
Forced Convection Range 
[W] 
60 12.5-19.1 14,000-19,700 
60 28.8-38.6 17,650-22,370 
45 12.1-19.0 10,290-15,740 
45 33.0-44.4 13,140-17,140 
30 3.5-14.0 6,210-14,410 




 The forced convection heat transfer is typically less in the winter is due to the lower 
Reynolds numbers near section 1 and the difference between tube surface temperature and the 
ambient air temperature. This is also compounded due to when the steam begins to condense 
inside the tube, a layer of film condensate develops around the inner diameter. As this film layer 
increases due to an increase in condensation, the thermal resistance between the vapor and the 
inner surface temperature increases, leading to a decrease in the inner and outer tube surface 
temperature. As seen in figures 43 to 48, section 1 has very low Reynolds numbers in the winter 
compared to the summer, leading to a lessened heat transfer coefficient. The lower ambient air 
temperature, the increased thermal resistance between the vapor and the inner tube diameter, and 
increased the flow led to lower tube surface temperatures, which lessened the temperature 
change in equation 3.14.  
4.4.2: Bare Tube Bundle 
Table 12 shows the forced convective heat transfer range and the ambient air temperature 
for the bare tube bundle. 
 
 
Table 12: Forced convective heat transfer and ambient air temperature of bare tube bundle. 
Fan Frequency [hz] Ambient Air Temperature 
Range [C] 
Forced Convection Range 
[W] 
60 6.3-11.9 2,515.9-2,918.2 
60 32.4-41.7 1,924.1-2,341.1 
45 11.9-15.4 1,961.6-2,307.9 
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45 33.9-42.4 1,651.7-2,171.1 
 
 The forced convection heat transfer for the bare tubes is greater in the winter than the 
summer. Due to the temperature of the tubes not changing significantly under any of the fan 
frequencies, the change in temperature is greater for the winter leading to greater forced 
convection. 
4.4.3: 6 FPI Tube Bundle 
Table 13 shows the forced convective heat transfer range and the ambient air temperature 
for the 6 FPI tube bundle. 
 
 
Table 13: Forced convective heat transfer and ambient air temperature of the 6 FPI tube bundle. 
Fan Frequency [hz] Ambient Air Temperature 
Range [C] 
Forced Convection Range 
[W] 
60 26.2-33.2 11,540-15,730 
60 34.6-44.4 12,130-16,359 
45 25.7-31.8 14,477-17,569 
45 35.2-40.1 12,600-16,387 
30 15.4-19.2 11,890-15,360 




 For the 6 FPI bundle, the 60 and 30 hz cases have a forced convective heat transfer that is 
greater in the summer than the fall. The heat transfer coefficients, h, in the summer and fall were 
similar in magnitude for these cases. For the 60 hz case, the temperatures above 40°C, the heat 
transfer coefficients were the highest, leading to the forced convective heat transfer to be higher 
in the summer than the fall. As the fan frequency decreased to 30 hz, the difference between the 
summer and winter heat transfer decreased. The 45 hz case has greater heat transfer in the fall 
than the summer. The inconsistency may be due to the corrected surface temperatures that 
resulted from mounting difficulties. This may explain why the 45 hz heat transfer is greater than 
the 60 hz case and why the 30 hz case is close in value to the 60 hz case.  
4.5: Euler Number 
4.5.1: 8 FPI Tube Bundle 
The following figures are to illustrate the relationship between the Euler number and the 
forced convective heat transfer on the tubes with 8 fins per inch. The fan frequency shown for 
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Fig. 65. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, 8 FPI tubes at 60 hz. 
 
 
The Euler numbers of section 4 for both graphs are more isolated away from the other 
sections. This is due to the steam inside of the tubes becoming sub-cooled by the time it reaches 
section 4. In the summer, this sub-cooling is less than in the winter. In the winter, there is very 
little heat transfer going on in section 4 so the Euler number is concentrated near the y-axis of the 
graph. Section 1 in the winter is a much higher value than the rest of the curve. This is due to the 
Reynolds number in this section being under the recommended minimum value of 300 for the 
Nir [73] correlation while the rest of the section met this minimum value. Section 1 ranged from 
0.14 to 0.37 in the winter and 0.095 to 0.11 in the summer. This is a direct cause of the ambient 
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and 0.080 to 0.089 in the summer. Section 3 ranged from 0.078 to 0.088 for the winter dataset 
and 0.82 to 0.10 for the summer dataset. Section 4 varied from 0.078 to 0.10 for the winter 
dataset and 0.079 to 0.12 for the summer dataset. The reason the ranges are greater for the 
summer dataset is due to the relationship of the Nir [73] correlation, as the Reynolds number 
decreases, the Euler number increases. In the summer, the bottom sections, section 3 and 4 
experience less flow than in the winter and have a higher Euler number. Conversely, in the 
summer, the upper sections, section 1 and 2 have a greater flow than in the winter and have a 
lower Euler number. 
The fan frequency shown for the following figures is 45 hz.  
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Fig. 67. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, 8 FPI tubes at 45 hz. 
 
 
In all cases at 45 hz, the winter data had a significant increase in Euler number values. 
Section 1 ranged from 0.15 to 0.41 in the winter and 0.11 to 0.14 in the summer. Section 2 varied 
from 0.19 to 0.25 in the winter and 0.086 to 0.10 in the summer. Section 3 ranged from 0.19 to 
0.28 in the winter and 0.10 to 0.12 in the summer. Section 4 ranged from 0.16 to 0.25 in the 
winter and 0.90 to 0.131 in the summer. Once again, this is due to the differences in the 
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 For the 30 hz case, the Reynolds numbers were not above 300 for much of the condenser. 
For such low Reynolds numbers, the correlation is no longer valid. 
4.5.2: Bare Tube Bundle 
 The following figures are to illustrate the relationship between the Euler number and the 
forced convective heat transfer on the bare tubes.  
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Fig. 69. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, bare tubes at 60 hz. 
 
 
The winter and summer cases are very similar in both magnitude and behavior. Due to 
sub-cooling not occurring by the time the steam reaches section 4, the curve does not deviate to 
the left near the y-axis. In both cases, section 4 has the higher Euler number due to the Reynolds 
number being lower in this section. The magnitude of the Euler number is less than the other 
tube bundles. This is due to the effects of adding fins. This is why there is typically a tradeoff 
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drop caused by a higher Euler number. The heat transfer is much lower for this set of tubes while 
having a lower Euler number. 
 The following figures are for the 45 hz case.  
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Fig. 71. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, bare tubes at 45 hz. 
 
 
Similar to the 60 hz case, the behavior and magnitude of the fall and summer data are 
similar. Section 4 has the lowest Reynolds number values and thus a higher Euler number than 
the other sections. 
4.5.3: 6 FPI Tube Bundle 
 The following figures are to illustrate the relationship between the Euler number and the 
forced convective heat transfer on the tubes with 6 fins per inch. The following figures are for 
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Fig. 73. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, 6 FPI tubes at 60 hz. 
 
 
In both cases, section 1 has the higher Euler numbers due to lower Reynolds numbers. In 
the summer, section 4 has not subcooled as much as in the fall and thus is more spread out and is 
not bunched together near the y-axis. Compared to the 8 FPI case at 60 hz, the Euler number is 
less. This is due to less fins per inch which increases the spacing between the fins leading to a 
higher Reynolds number and having less heat transfer area. The Euler number at section 1 ranges 
from 0.088 to 0.10 in the fall and 0.089 to 0.10 in the summer. Section 2 varies from 0.071 to 
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fall and 0.073 to 0.082 in the summer. Section 4 varies from 0.071 to 0.077 in the fall and 0.072 
to 0.083 in the summer.  
The following figures are for the 45 hz case. 
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Fig. 75. Summer Euler number vs forced convective heat transfer, 6 FPI tubes at 45 hz. 
 
 
In the summer, due to less sub-cooling occurring, section 4 follows the curve closer than 
the fall counterpart, which moves to the left of the graph as the sub-cooling increases. Like the 
cases before, section 1 has the lower Reynolds number and thus a higher Euler number. When 
compared to the 8 FPI case at 45 hz, the Euler number is less. The Euler number for section 1 
ranges from 0.094 to 0.125 in the fall and 0.101 to 0.123 in the summer. The Euler number for 
section 2 varies from 0.071 to 0.085 in the fall and 0.073 to 0.084 in the summer. The Euler 
number for section 3 ranges from 0.072 to 0.09 in the fall and 0.080 to 0.090 in the summer. The 
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summer. The largest difference between the winter and summer is the maximum values of 
section 4. 
4.6: Energy Coefficient  
 This section is to illustrate the energy coefficient of each tube bundle at 60, 45 and 30 hz 
for the winter/fall and summer datasets. The average of the energy coefficients and condensate 
temperatures over the time period of data collection are shown. 
 
 
Table 14 Energy coefficient and condensate temperature at 60 hz frequency. 
Tube Bundle Type Energy Coefficient Condensate Temperature [C] 
8 FPI (Summer) 38.1 33.2 
8 FPI (Winter) 28.2 14.1 
Bare Tube (Summer) 4.1 93.2 
Bare Tube (Winter) 4.6 90.4 
6 FPI (Summer) 28.9 39.5 
6 FPI (Fall) 26.9 26.3 
 
Table 15 Energy coefficient and condensate temperature at 45 hz frequency. 
Tube Bundle Type Energy Coefficient Condensate Temperature [C] 
8 FPI (Summer) 62.4 39.9 
8 FPI (Winter) 40.8 15.7 
Bare Tube (Summer) 7.5 92.3 
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Bare Tube (Winter) 7.8 93.7 
6 FPI (Summer) 62.5 49.6 
6 FPI (Fall) 61.9 35.7 
 
Table 16 Energy coefficient and condensate temperature at 30 hz frequency. 
Tube Bundle Type Energy Coefficient Condensate Temperature [C] 
8 FPI (Summer) 157.8 94.2 
8 FPI (Winter) 74.8 11.5 
6 FPI (Summer) 148.3 93.9 
6 FPI (Fall) 133.5 36.3 
 
 The energy coefficient is the ratio between the external convective heat transfer and the 
external fan power needed to generate the external convective heat transfer. For all finned tube 
bundle cases, the summer energy coefficients are greater than the winter/fall due to the increased 
tube surface temperature, which increases the change in temperature in equation 3.14. As the fan 
frequency decreases, the fan power decreases as well. The energy coefficient illustrates that the 
convective heat transfer coefficient does not drop as drastically as the fan power decreases. This 
is the reason the energy coefficient increases for each set of tubes as the fan power decreases. 
The 6 FPI tube bundle has energy coefficient values that are relatively close despite the changes 
in ambient air temperature. The largest difference in the energy coefficient is 14.8, at the 30 hz 
frequency. Depending on the preferred condensate temperature, the fan power can be adjusted to 
maximize the energy coefficient. An increase in the energy coefficient does not mean the 
condensate temperature will be less. The bare tube bundle has a higher energy coefficient in the 
winter due to the surface temperature not decreasing much along the tubes while the ambient air 
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temperature is lower than the summer, which increases the difference between the tube surface 
temperature and ambient air temperature in the winter. This increases the heat transfer rate and 
thus the heat energy coefficient since the fan power is constant. 
4.7: Uncertainty Analysis 
 An uncertainty analysis was performed for the equations based on sensor manufacturer 
information used to obtain the values for the equations. The root sum square (RSS) method was 
used for the sensor uncertainty [75]. Equation 4.3 is the equation for the RSS method, where  
is the root sum squared of the elemental error e [75]. The elemental errors include information 
from the sensor manufacturer and the analog to digital conversion in the CR1000. The Kline and 
McClintock Method was used to determine the uncertainty for the equations [76]. A MATLAB 
code was created to determine the uncertainty using the Kline and McClintock method, shown in  
Appendix B. Table 17 is the maximum instrument error for the sensors used in the analysis based 
off the manufacturer data. Equation 4.4 is the Kline and McClintock method, where  is the 
total uncertainty,  are the maximum instrument uncertainty,  is a function in independent 
variables, a. Depending on the parameter, a could be the ambient air temperature, the air 
velocity, the tube surface temperature, or a combination of all. Table 18 is the total uncertainty of 
all calculated variables. Systemic uncertainty, such as the errors associated with mounting the 
third set of thermocouples could not be determined but only mitigated with the correction factor. 
For the finned Euler number, air velocities, the velocity which met the Nir [73] correlation 
minimum of a Reynolds of 300 was chosen due the lower velocities cause more error. Air 
velocities which do not yield a Reynolds number of 300 or greater cause a spike in error much 
higher than the recorder Euler number. 
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= ± + + ⋯ +  (4.3) 
 
Table 17 Maximum instrument uncertainty. 
Sensor Name Property Measured Maximum Instrument 
Uncertainty 
FMA 1001 A Air Velocity ±0.077  
CS220 Surface-Mount Type 
E Thermocouple 
Temperature ±1.79 [° ] 
HMP 50 Temperature ±0.72 [° ] 
T108 Temperature ±0.78 [° ] 
 
= · +  · + ⋯ + ·   
(4.4) 
 
Table 18 Total uncertainty. 
Property Independent Variables Total Uncertainty/ Relative 
Error μ  ±0.38·10  [ · ] / ±2.16% 
  ±0.0036 [ ]/ ±.29% 
  ±0.75·10  [ ]/ ±5.27% 
Cp  ±0.03 [ ]/ ±.003% 
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  ±0.53·10  [ · ]/ ±2.12% Pr  ±0.28·10 / ±.039% Re  (8 FPI) ,  ±33.7/ ±5.57% Re  (bare tube) ,  ±89.3/ ±8.35% Re  (6 FPI) ,  ±43.9/ ±2.62% Nu  (8 FPI) ,  ±1.1/ ±10.4% Nu  (bare tube) ,  ±0.77/ ±5.56% Nu  (6 FPI) ,  ±1.3/ ±7.59% ℎ (8 FPI) ,  ±4.6 [ ]/ ±9.83% ℎ (bare tube) ,  ±4.0 [ ]/ ±12.1% ℎ (6 FPI) ,  ±3.9 [ ]/ ±6.71% 
  (8 FPI) , ,  ±947.4 [W]/ ±16.5% 
  (bare tube) , ,  ±77.5 [W]/ ±11.7% 
  (6 FPI) , ,  ±687.6 [W]/ ±20.2% 
Eu (8 FPI) ,  ±0.012/ ±12.6% 
Eu (bare tube, Re<5000) ,  ±0.021/ ±44% 
Eu (bare tube, Re>5000) ,  ±0.009/ ±18% 





Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1: Conclusion 
 A small section of a few tubes from one side of an A-frame dry-cooling system was 
created at the University of Nevada Las Vegas in order to investigate dry-cooling. This system 
was run under different ambient conditions of Las Vegas in order to determine the dependence of 
the ambient air temperature on the dry-cooling performance and parameters. Three different sets 
of tube bundles were used, each with different geometries. The first bundle of tubes had 8 FPI, 
the second bundle were bare tubes, and the third bundle had 6 FPI. The fin thickness and 
diameter for the first and third bundle are the same. The length of the tubes are the same for all 
three bundles. All tests were run at a fan frequency of 30, 45 and 60 hz. 
 First the tube surface temperature and condensate temperature were observed. For the 8 
FPI and 6 FPI bundle of tubes, the winter/fall data illustrates that the condensate and tube surface 
temperatures were less than the summer data for all fan frequencies. The bare tube bundle had a 
slightly less condensate temperature for the winter than the summer at 60 hz, but not for the 45 
hz case. For the 45 hz case in the winter the tube and condensate temperature did not drop 
significantly through the condenser. For the 8 FPI and 6 FPI bundles at a 30 hz fan frequency, 
the condensate temperatures are slightly over 90°C. The winter condensate temperature did not 
exceeded 20°C for the 8 FPI bundle and did not exceeded 50°C for the 6 FPI bundle. The 
ambient temperature has a significant role in the final condensate temperature at all fan 
frequencies but even more so under low flow conditions. The fluctuations in ambient air 
temperature must be taken into consideration when choosing a location to construct a power 
generating facility with dry-cooling. 
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 The air-side heat transfer is the primary mechanism for cooling in dry-cooling systems. 
Therefore, the air-side heat transfer coefficient is crucial to the convective cooling of an ACC. 
For the 8 FPI cases at 60 and 45 hz fan frequency, top section of the condenser, section 1, is the 
most affected by the change in ambient air temperature. The Reynolds number is very low, 
sometimes zero, during the winter compared to the summer, causing the heat transfer coefficient 
to be very small compared to the rest of the condenser. This may be due to the differences in the 
air density beings greater in the winter, thus the fan is not blowing the air through the tight fin 
spacing to the air velocity at the top of the condenser as well as it can in the summer. In the 
winter the air density was recorded as high as 1.26 [ ] and in the summer as low as 1.09 [ ]. 
This difference can be as large as 17%. In the summer, the heat transfer coefficient for section 1 
overlaps with other sections frequently at a higher value. The bare tubes did not show similar 
behavior in the winter. This is likely due to the air flow not being obstructed by the fins at the top 
of the condenser.  Instead the lowest heat transfer coefficients for both the winter and summer 
was the bottom section, section 4. The distribution of heat transfer coefficients for the condenser 
followed the same ascending order of section 4, section 1, section 2 and then section 3. The 6 
FPI bundle shows section 1 lower than the other sections for both the fall and summer tests, with 
no overlap with other sections until the 30 hz test where other sections have much smaller 
Reynolds numbers. It is likely the fall temperatures were not cold enough to produce lower 
Reynolds numbers at section 1 similar to the 8 FPI bundle. However, the wider fin spacing of the 
6 FPI bundle may be offset this effect. 
 The convective heat transfer between the summer and the winter varied depending on the 
ambient air temperature for the 8 FPI bundle.  In all cases for the 8 FPI bundle, the heat transfer 
is greater in the summer than in the winter. For the 6 FPI bundle, the only case where the lower 
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ambient conditions led to higher heat transfer was for the 45 hz case for the 6 FPI. However, it is 
likely that the mounting difficulties led to inaccurate surface temperatures, even after the 
correction to the temperatures were made. The higher heat transfer in the summer is due to the 
higher ambient temperatures leading to higher tube surface temperatures, increasing the 
temperature difference of equation 3.14. During the winter the bare tubes had a higher heat 
transfer rate than during the summer. The bare tubes had relatively steady surface temperatures 
above 90°C, regardless of the ambient air temperature due to a lack of surface area provided by 
the fins. This lead to a greater temperature difference between the ambient air temperature and 
surface temperatures in the winter. 
 The Euler number somewhat varies due to ambient air temperature for the 8 FPI bundle 
due to the Reynolds number range for the Nir [73] correlation to be valid. As the Reynolds 
number increases the Euler number decreases.  The lowest recommended Reynolds number for 
the correlation is 300. Euler numbers with Reynolds numbers under this range are much higher 
than within the range. The summer data at 60 hz meets this recommendation for most of the 
condenser except for a few data points but, in the winter, section 1 never meets this threshold. 
Although there are differences in the Reynolds numbers in the sections which meet the 300 
threshold, the Euler number does not vary outside the range of the uncertainty. This is 
exacerbated at lower fan frequencies. At 45 hz, half of the condenser meets the Reynolds number 
threshold in the summer but only one section does in the winter. This causes the Euler number to 
be higher in certain parts of the condenser. For the 6 FPI bundle case, the difference in the Euler 
number from the fall and summer due to ambient temperature does not vary outside the range of 
the uncertainty. Similar to the other two cases, the ambient temperature differences between the 
summer and winter did not affect the Euler number for the bare tube bundle. 
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 Energy coefficients are greater for higher ambient air temperature conditions than when it 
is cooler for all cases for the 8 and 6 FPI case. As the fan frequency is lowered, the power is 
lowered, thus the energy coefficient increases. The energy coefficients are much lower for the 
bare tube bundle due to the lack of fins, thus reducing the surface area for heat transfer. A higher 
energy coefficient does not always equate to a lower condensate temperature.  
5.2: Recommendations for Future Work 
 UNLV is in a unique position with the large dry-cooling system on campus. Heat transfer 
augmentations can be implemented on this apparatus at a cost which is relatively small when 
compared to trying to implement augmentations on a larger system. Different types of fins such 
as oval, wavy or serrated fins can be easily implemented into the system with slight 
modifications to the top and bottom manifold. Tubes with machined vortex generating structures 
can be implemented and tested as well. In addition to tube and/or fin changes, a miniature mist 
system can be installed on the system with another external pump to simulate a dry/wet cooling 












Appendix A: Dry-cooled Condenser Program 
'Dry-cooled Condenser Program 









'+ = added 
'^ = Removed 
'* = changed 
 
'+ Additional (3) thermistors added to program 










'Created by Short Cut (2.5) 
 




Public Temp_C(9) ' Thermocouple measurements 
Public T108_C(5)  ' Thermistor measurements 












Public PowA  'Calculated value of Power from SwCount3 
Public PowB  'Calculated value of Power from SwCount4 
Public EnergyA 'Calculated value of Energy from SwCount3 
Public EnergyB 'Calculated value of Energy from SwCount4 
Public SwCount1 'Pulse count FTB4707 Flow Meter 
Public SwCount2 'Pulse count FTB4810 Flow Meter 
Public SteamFlow 'Calculated value for steamflow 
Public SwCount3 'Pulse count 15 Amp CT - Fan Power 
Public SwCount4 'Pulse count 50 Amp CT - Steam Generator 













Units Thermtemp=Deg C 
Units SwCount1=GPM 'Pulse count FTB4707 Flow Meter 
Units SwCount2=GPM 'Pulse count FTB4810 Flow Meter 
Units SteamFlow=kg/s 
Units SwCount3=counts 'Pulse count 15 Amp CT - Fan Power 




Units DiffVol(1)=kPa 'converted from inches water-column 
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Units DiffVol(2)=kPa 'converted from PSI 





Units PTemp_C=Deg C 
Units Temp_C=Deg C 
Units T108_C=Deg C 
Units WS_ms=meters/second 
Units WindDir=Degrees 




Dim j 'Variable used to count FMA1000 (Temperature) interval 





'Define Data Tables 
DataTable(Table1,True,-1) 
  DataInterval(0,60,Sec,10) 
  Average(1,Batt_Volt,FP2,False) 
 
  Average(1,Temp_C(1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Top-Manifold_Temp") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(2),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R1-1") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(3),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R2-2") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(4),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R1-3") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(5),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R2-4") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(6),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R1-5") 
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  Average(1,Temp_C(7),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R2-6") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(8),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R1-7") 
  Average(1,Temp_C(9),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Temp_R2-8") 
 
 
  Average(1,T108_C(1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Upper-Manifold_Temp") 
  Average(1,T108_C(2),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Lower_Manifold_Temp") 
  Average(1,T108_C(3),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Fan_Plenum_Temp") 
  Average(1,T108_C(4),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Condenser_Plenum_Temp") 
  Average(1,T108_C(5),FP2,False) 




  Average(1,Thermtemp(1),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Cond1_Therm") 
  Average(1,Thermtemp(2),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Cond2_Therm") 
  Average(1,Thermtemp(3),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Cond3_Therm") 
 
  Average(1,FMA1000(1,1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Temp_01") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(2,1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Temp_02") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(3,1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Temp_03") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(4,1),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Temp_04") 
 
  Average(1,FMA1000(1,2),FP2,False) 
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  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Velocity_01") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(2,2),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Velocity_02") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(3,2),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Velocity_03") 
  Average(1,FMA1000(4,2),FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Tube_Air_Velocity_04") 
 
  Totalize (1,SwCount1,IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Steam_Gen_Water_Flow_Rate") 
  Totalize (1,SwCount2,IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Water_Pump_Water_Flow_Rate") 
  Average(1,SteamFlow,IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Steam_Mass_Flow_Rate") 
  Sample (1,SwCount3,FP2) 
  FieldNames("Fan_Pulse_Count") 
  Sample (1,SwCount4,FP2) 
  FieldNames("Steam_Gen_Pulse_Count") 
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  Sample (1,PowA,IEEE4) 
  FieldNames("Fan_Power") 
  Sample (1,PowB,IEEE4) 
  FieldNames("Steam_Gen_Power") 
  Sample (1,EnergyA,IEEE4) 
  FieldNames("Fan_Energy") 
  Sample (1,EnergyB,IEEE4) 
  FieldNames("Steam_Gen_Energy") 
 
  Average(1,DiffVol(1),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Static_Pressure_Transducer") 
  Average(1,DiffVol(2),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Bottom_Manifold_Pressure") 
  Average(1,DiffVol(3),IEEE4,False) 
  FieldNames("Top_Manifold_Pressure") 
 
  Average(1,PTemp_C,FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Panel Temp") 
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  Average(1,WS_ms,FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Wind_Speed") 
  Sample(1,WindDir,FP2) 
  FieldNames("Wind_Direction") 
  Average(1,AirTC,FP2,False) 
  FieldNames("Ambient_Air_Temp") 
  Sample(1,RH,FP2) 
  FieldNames("Relative_Humidity") 
  Average(1,BP_kPa,FP2,False) 





  DataInterval(0,1440,Min,10) 







  Scan(60,Sec,1,0) 
    'Default Data logger Battery Voltage measurement Batt_Volt: 
    Battery(Batt_Volt) 
    'Wiring Panel Temperature measurement PTemp_C: 
    PanelTemp(PTemp_C,_60Hz) 
 
    'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer On 
    PortSet(4,1) 
    LCount_1=1 
    SubScan(0,uSec,9) 
      'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel 
      PulsePort(5,35000) 
      'Type E (chromel-constantan) Thermocouple measurements Temp_C on the AM16/32 
Multiplexer: 
      TCDiff(Temp_C(LCount_1),1,mV7_5,1,TypeE,PTemp_C,True,0,_60Hz,1,0) 
      LCount_1=LCount_1+1 
    NextSubScan 
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    'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer Off 
    PortSet(4,0) 
 
    'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer On 
    PortSet(6,1) 
 
    'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel 
    PulsePort(7,10000) 
 
    '108 Temperature Probe (4-wire) measurements T108_C on the AM16/32 Multiplexer: 
    Therm108(T108_C(1),3,3,1,0,_60Hz,1,0) 
    'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel 
    PulsePort(7,10000 
    '108 Temperature Probe (4-wire) measurements T108_C on the AM16/32 Multiplexer: 
    Therm108(T108_C(4),2,3,1,0,_60Hz,1,0) 
 
 
    'FMA 1000 Temperature and Velocity probe. 
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    j = 1 ' Air Temperature interval 
    FMA_Mult(1)={0.0323} 
    FMA_Mult(2)={0.00102} 
    FMA_Offs(1)={-40} 
    FMA_Offs(2)={0} 
    SubScan(0,uSec,4)'5 loops for 5 FMA1000 sensors 
      'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel 
      PulsePort (7,10000) ' C7 = AM16/32B CLK 
      Delay (0,150,mSec) 
      VoltSe (FMA1000(j,1),2,mv5000,4,True,0,_60Hz,FMA_Mult(),FMA_Offs()) 
      j = j+1 
    NextSubScan 
    'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer Off 
    PortSet(6,0) 
 
 
    'Steinhart-Hart Coeffients(A,B,& C) for the 3 thermistors used in the program 
    steinCoefC=0.000000156741 
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    steincoefB=0.000239095 
    steincoefA=0.001029404 
 
    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVolt on the AM16/32 Multiplexer: 
    BrHalf (DiffVolt(1),1,mV2500,14,3,1,2500,False ,0,_60Hz,1.0,0) 
    i(1)=(2.5-DiffVolt(1)*2.5)/27900 
    Rt(1)=(DiffVolt(1)*2.5)/i(1) 
    Thermtemp(1)=(1/(steincoefA+steincoefB*(LN(Rt(1)))+steinCoefC*((LN(Rt(1)))^3)))-
273.15 
    Delay(0,150,mSec) 
    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVolt on the AM16/32 Multiplexer: 
    BrHalf (DiffVolt(2),1,mV2500,15,3,1,2500,False ,0,_60Hz,1.0,0) 
    i(2)=((2.5-DiffVolt(2)*2.5)/27900) 
    Rt(2)=(DiffVolt(2)*2.5)/i(2) 
    Thermtemp(2)=(1/(steincoefA+steincoefB*(LN(Rt(2)))+steinCoefC*((LN(Rt(2)))^3)))-
273.15 
    Delay(0,150,mSec) 
    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVolt on the AM16/32 Multiplexer: 
    BrHalf (DiffVolt(3),1,mV2500,16,3,1,2500,False ,0,_60Hz,1.0,0) 
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    i(3)=((2.5-DiffVolt(3)*2.5)/27900) 
    Rt(3)=(DiffVolt(3)*2.5)/i(3) 




    Delay(0,150,mSec) 
    '03001 Wind Speed & Direction Sensor measurements WS_ms and WindDir: 
    PulseCount(WS_ms,1,1,1,1,0.75,0.2) 
    If WS_ms<0.21 Then WS_ms=0 
    BrHalf(WindDir,1,mV2500,6,2,1,2500,True,0,_60Hz,355,0) 
    If WindDir>=360 Then WindDir=0 
 
    'HMP50 Temperature & Relative Humidity Sensor measurements AirTC and RH: 
    VoltSe(AirTC,1,mV2500,7,0,0,_60Hz,0.1,-40.0) 
    VoltSe(RH,1,mV2500,8,0,0,_60Hz,0.1,0) 





    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVol_1: 
    'Px279 5 = 1.25 
    VoltSe(DiffVol(1),1,mV5000,9,True,0,_60Hz,0.00025,0.0) 'changes to port assignment have 
been changed, fyi 
    DiffVol(1)=DiffVol(1)*0.249 'Convert Inches Water Column to KPa 
    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVol_2: 
    'Px209 5 = 1.25 
    VoltSe(DiffVol(2),1,mV5000,10,True,0,_60Hz,0.028759,-14.695) 'changes to port assignment 
have been changed, fyi from SE11 
    DiffVol(2)=DiffVol(2)*6.894757 'Convert PSI to KPa 
    'Generic Differential Voltage measurements DiffVol_3: 
    'Px209 5 = 1.25 
    VoltSe(DiffVol(3),1,mV5000,11,True,0,_60Hz,0.027749,-14.695) 'changes to port assignment 
have been changed, fyi from SE13 
    DiffVol(3)=DiffVol(3)*6.894757 'Convert PSI to KPa 
    'Turn on CS100 Barametric Pressure Sensor 
    PortSet(8,1) 
    'CS100 Barometric Pressure Sensor measurement BP_mmHg: 
    VoltSe(BP_kPa,1,mV2500,1,1,0,_60Hz,0.2,600) 
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    BP_kPa=BP_kPa*0.13332239 
 
 
    'Pulse Measurement with SDM-Sw8A module 
    'FTB4707 
    SDMSW8A (SwCount1,1,0,2,1,0.0030303,0) 
 
    'FTB4810 
    SDMSW8A (SwCount2,1,0,2,2,0.0046729,0) 
 
    'Steam Mass Flow Rate 
    Q5=T108_C(5) 
    SteamFlow=(1000*(1-(Q5+8.9214)/(508929.2*(Q5+68.12963))*(Q5-
3.9863)^2))*(SwCount1*0.000063) 
 
    'WNB_A- CT Size 15 Amps 
    SDMSW8A (SwCount3,1,0,2,5,1,0) 
    PowA = SwCount3*.8656*60 




    'WNB_B - CT Size 50 Amps 
    SDMSW8A (SwCount4,1,0,2,4,1,0) 
    PowB = SwCount4*2.8854*60 
    EnergyB = SwCount4*2.8854 
 
    'Call Data Tables and Store Data 
    CallTable(Table1) 
    CallTable(Table2) 







Appendix B: Kline and McClintock Error Propagation Program 
%MATLAB CODE FOR THESE KLINE AND MCCLINTOCK ERROR PROPAGPATION 
% WRITTEN BY ALEXANDER SMITH 
clear 
clc 
D=.0078; %Change D for the proper set of tubes hydraulic diameter 
A=2.55; 
W=17.67; 
syms mu dmu rho drho nu dnu Cp dCp k dk Pr dPr Re dRe Nu dNu h dh Q dQ T dT u du Ts dTs 


























%From now on diameter will play a role 
Re=(u*D)/nu; 
dRe= sqrt(dT^2*diff(Re,T)^2+du^2*diff(Re,u)^2); 










double(subs(h,{T,u},{ 278, 2.3})); 
double(subs(dh,{T,u,dT,du},{276:1:317,.481,.772,.077})); 
Q=h*A*(Ts-T);%%%%Ts is added here, Area will affect calcs here 
dQ= sqrt(dT^2*diff(Q,T)^2+du^2*diff(Q,u)^2+dTs^2*diff(Q,Ts)^2); 
double(subs(Q,{T,u,Ts},{ 276:1:317, 2.3,348})); 
double(subs(dQ,{T,u,Ts,dT,du,dTs},{276:1:317,.1,369,.772,.077,1.79})) 
Eufin=1.5*Re^(-.25)*W^(-.08)*2; % W is used here for Tubeset 1 and 3 
dEufin= sqrt(dT^2*diff(Eufin,T)^2+du^2*diff(Eufin,u)^2); 
double(subs(Eufin,{T,u},{ 278, 2.3})); 
double(subs(dEufin,{T,u,dT,du},{276:1:317,.681,.772,.077})); 
EulowRe=(1.014374*(.33+(.989*10^2)/(Re)-(.148*10^5)/(Re^2)+(.192*10^7)/(Re^3)-
(.862*10^8)/(Re^4))); %Bare fin Re under 5000 
dEulowRe= sqrt(dT^2*diff(EulowRe,T)^2+du^2*diff(EulowRe,u)^2); 
double(subs(EulowRe,{T,u},{ 278, 2.3})); 
double(subs(dEulowRe,{T,u,dT,du},{276:1:317,.481,.772,.077})); 
EuhighRe=(1.014374*(.119+(.498*10^4)/(Re)-(.507*10^8)/(Re^2)+(.251*10^12)/(Re^3)-
(.463*10^15)/(Re^4))); %Bare fine Re>5000 
dEuhighRe= sqrt(dT^2*diff(EuhighRe,T)^2+du^2*diff(EuhighRe,u)^2); 
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